Poultry Raising

ns

a

Business.

j

Occasional letters from young people i
,-king for ailviee about engaging in pn nl
keeping a- a business, are addressed
’■i
The writers wish to make some |
timoney and the prices that chickens and ;
ell fur at certain seasons, seem :
gg
arrant au effort in this direction
<>ne young lady writes that she has al:
bought a trio of Partridge Cochins,
mother trio of Buffs, and a few specimens
f .~'im other kinds, and wishes to know
at what price
we will procure a trio ot
: we ot three different kind- that she i- nnxuts to add to her collection
\\ o tear that the replies these people
;et l
tludr lettor.- atlbcd but small en■■ur.tgement to go very largely into the
We do uoi know of any
ten business
oi
l«r«ii«g that gives greater
hiim-oi -ueei-ss or which people begin
>•
Mi
enthusiasm, nor one that they
with
greater disgust, than raising
h sens and eggs
t.’orn at seventy-five
'it- a bushel: one and a half bushels a
•a.
supply for a fowl: L'oO eggs at fortv
sixty cent- per dozen, and one or two
'.‘roods of chickens, at from three to thirty
iioi.'ars per trio, must be very profitable I
tarmino
The city people who pay sixty
seventy live cents per pound for spring
hickens in May wonder that farmers

Thex*e.
almost lives in the family with his hens.
He keeps his buildings warmed by lire !>.'
any heart aeh;- there, beyond th»* pea<eful
heat, and uses one of the artilieial incubariver?
Do fond souls wait with loufingin theireye*,
tors.
lias a vegetable garden in connection with his poultry yard, and gets a large l*’*»r those who eonn* not—w.d not.mine. foritem of income from the manure which is j
F.-r some wild hope who*e dawn will never
all gathered every day, thus keeping the
rise r
premises clean and healthy, lie. did not 1m any love there still, beyond tin silent river.
The ones they loved in vain, this side its flow?
give us the exact ligures, but believed his
book would show a profit of full 82,00 per Doe* the old pain make their heart-strings nehe
and quiver ?
head for each old bird kept through !he
I 'hull go home some day. go home and know.
year.
Poullrv if intelligent!\ managed v. ill The hill-tops are bright there, beymd the shining river,
pay well: but it does lift follow that beAnd the long glad day. it never turns to night;
cause a dozen fowls running freely about
They must be blest, indeed, to bear the light
ones premises are profitable, that a hunforever,
dred or two hundred on the same ground
Drieflougs mrdarkne;. to hide its tears from
sight.
would be equally proiitable in proportion
turned to muling, hey«nid the blessed
to their numbers.
They must have room, \ tears
river,
and it is the want of it perhaps, more than
And mortal p: iti and passion drowned in its
any one thing, that makes it more difficult
flow?—
■n't raise more poultry,—it must be so to obtain equal returns per head from Then nil we, who m! on it- hither bank and
ox ’fitable !
slm or,
large as trom small llook e fX J Farmer.
Lu^us rejoiet—we shall go lu»ine and know !
Ar. t so win a
city htmily go out into
1 mi ;<• < ‘handk r Moulton.
Sheep ami Worn-Oat Farm-.
com.*:y to live on a farm, the first
-io •• i- to secure a stock of
Impoultry.
At n Farmeis' l lub, at Morrisville, \ t.,
see- u
u!:. -.
Cecile.
jfiate "l' ham and eggs Mr. U O Hill, in an addres- upon (V.ts: break last
of
and
a
pair
every morning,
wold sheep and their value, said :
is
the
Paris of Africa, or rather
Algiers
ekens every Sunday, at least, besides
The one groat trouble in slocking ihe not a portion of Africa, but a part of
market.
The
books
and
!'•
r
itiatility
with sheep, and supplying the de- France, that lias been created by the
r
fad and reread to decide country
mand both for wool and mutton, is the armies in times of peace as it had been
an !
how many kinds it is best to
fear among many farmers of paying too conquered in a war by the French armies.
1': rc mii't bo kinds that will lay
p
much for them, though it is plain enough Algiers is Paris, of course, but in bein
winiiiiinn and kinds that will lay
to be seen they arc a great improvement
coming French it had lost all its Oriental
and kinds that will lay all the year over our common
and in this it i-> as much
sheep; so they go on
they must have sitters, and raising inferior stock in which there is no peculiarities,
ugh.
that Pari- than romance
in >rc attractive
n-sitter-, layers and mothers; and. for
profit all their lives, because they fear to is to real life.
iriety. a few of the fancy sorts.
run a little risk
Their children arc led to
When 1 was ordered to remain in Algiers
1 hen * 'ini s the loads of posts and rails
think, farming a hard, unprofitable btisi- whinny regiment, coming from Marseilles,
d
on- foi fences, liir the several kinds
ness, and leave the first opportunity. Now1 value with most delightful anticipations.
n ist be kept apart, especially if fancy
let flie farmer commence with a lew of 1 was a young lieutenant then, and my
.re expected from 'he sale of eggs
these sheep, and have his children share success with the lair sex in various gars.o
: senup go fences, two laths in the care and
profit of them: they will rison towns where 1 had been gave me
Ji -iti nave seen fences ten or twelve
soon feel an Interest, and no longer think
most brilliant ideas in regard to the adt high
and in go specimens as they
There is no employ- ventures that would befall me in Algiers.
lV' in the dealers in pure poultry, farming unprofitable.
ment on the farm so remunerative and so
with eyes like stars enveloped in
ad a wv for corn, and meal, and shorts, attractive lor children as the care of lamb?. Houris,
cashmere, covered with diamonds, living
.1
ii
and wheal screenings, and scraps
wornof
old.
The importance
in palaces with fountains of rose water,
improving
! shells, and lime, and gravel, and cabout pasture- is apparent to every farmer,
and bowers of orange (lowers, rose before
tge- -all sons ot greens and vegetables i Then- is no w
so
ea«v
me.
Indeed the officers talked so much
ay this can he done
-and the ashes, and sulphur and tobacco,
as in keeping sheen: ii will take Inn a
and so eagerly about the charms of the
1 a httii of the new paUnt hen feed,
few vears to double its value.
eastern women, their passion and their
■t tiie proper, ms, and the spices, and
The Cotswolds arc just the kind to im- devotion, that 1 felt ready to risk my life
ider and ale—for fowls need a
ii.,
prove springy swalcv pastures. They will to obtain a sight of one oi the lovely creaof tood. and when they are sick
thrive on rank, coarse feed, bringing in ture- who haunted my dreams.
be
all
the
n.
i-1
doctored.
And
poulhey
the white clover and are the best stock that
Now this was to be the romance of my
:.
sle ws must be attended, to see if
can lie kept for the pasture, but for keeplife
The reality was already all arranged
or better breeds lately
a.-;.
-,e\ ne«
ing up the supply of hay iliey are gener- and settled in Europe—and, to tell the
and
notes,
;;tr111i11 ed. and t
compare
to bo inferior !•- other stock. truth,
though my imagination was in Althe best modes of managing ally supposed
Now the improvement of our mowings as
geria
my heart, was in France with the
of
What
crowds
it
•u!i: v to have
pay.
well as our pasture should be considered !
girl to whom 1 had been betrothed since
listeners we have seen gatliered
•agi
N'o farmer can .succeed unless lie can keep ;
my infancy. Like all Frenchmen, 1 knew
lie sh -w man to hear his wondcrand
his hay crop, and it is of great impor- ; that I could marry only the young lady
ii stone- of the profits of poultry lireed- up
tance that he should ascertain the best
who would bethought by my parents to be
if they are the /» U’ sorts,
j. especially
kind ot stock lor doing this
Having my- suited to me in station or fortune ; I knew
.!,
le has now on exhibition, and of
self commenced fanning on a hard, worn- that only sneli a wife could .suit me, and
*■ .'tii'li ; i■ can
-pare a tew, and will take out farm that would not
yield one-half a | had not the- slightest idea my eastern
dors i w egg- for setting and for trios «f
ton to tile acre, no one has studied this ! romance would interfere with any of my
hickens next fall, at prices ranging from
not even with my love.
subject more closely than 1 have, although |
\e !
-weive dollars per dozen for
eggs, some have succeeded better. For tw -nty engagements,
For I loved my betrothed, though 1 had
trio
dollars
forcluckthirty
per
i nly ; not -con her since she was a child,
i he
vears I have i-nlked from twent-.
An
what numbers of disappointed
For about fifteen years have kept I daughter of an old friend of my father’s,
cows.
.! i.ateiir«,■ have known who had been
from fifty to one. hundred. Knowing that she had been brought up by her mother
.a this class cl poultry breedm
it was generally considered that sheep in the strictest seclusion, and in my wanwere not equal to c-ows to keep up the
dering, soldier's life I had not seen her
are
iii mi ii-opli who
just beginning mowing I determined to
satisfy my sell for -ix years. But this was my last, year’s
:!ir poultry businest are apt to hold too
which was best.
probation: at the close of the autumn 1
,gh expectations of tlu* profits to conic,
Some ten years since 1 commenced feed- was to return to Marseilles; Cecile was
■■
,v,
an estimate of the perplexi- j
the hay on a small farm delusively to to come with her mother beneath my
.1
ilrn'.yiia.-kt and losses, that generally ing
This lot w as in fair condition,yield- father’s roof, and we were to be married.
•••ad
Cold weather, vermin and tilth sheep.
about one ton per acre. 1 let the sheep
The passion I intended to feel for one
tlir three great drawbacks to success ing
hav e the stable, spread the manure on the of the Oriental houris had nothing to do
keeping poultry, whether in large or grass,
going over one-half < f it each year, with the holy love for my future wile—for
umbers. Thousands of chickens
n.i’.i
'l'iie grass continued to increase until it the future mother of my children. She
hatehe.d in February and .March every
yielded not less than three tons to the acre, was encased in the holiest temple ol my
that only give to their owners a few
’file maiiin- from this y ield gave it a heavy heart- -the very altar lire of my life; the
We
ks oi great care, and then die
For a year or two tin- grass has Oriental episodes were but as the lighthad hundreds that did not seem to dressing.
not been as heavy ; the ground appears to
ning Hashes of a summer storm, brief,
want
the
ii'i“iieular
disease,
uiy
only
l.asl spring
l
be burnt with manure.
brilliant and evanescent.
Tie ^ wuuld be. bnfff*1
1 s' reagll: t" livi
r. --■■< .! ami -oil i-d q
t-ii a part of il 1
It so happened that at one ol the cafes
plow
iltht for a couple of weeks, till with
wheat, il grew very rank, but tin- 1 made the acquaintance of an intelligent
.i 1-rubers begun to grow, and till they
weeds grew ranker—such ws-ed-a- grow rich eld dew merchant, who from the
enough to run about and not on very rich ground.
Thi- land had first, appeared to take extraordinary init? hen all the time, when
been dressed with clean manure from Un- tere-t in me. lie amused me with details
would begin to grow dumpish, their
stable, and tin- grass had been 1V> from of Oriental li 1 < and manner-: told me the
would get weak, and in a few days weeds. There had
ln-on no manure put on
legends of the country, end. in fact,
v v
iiid be dead. Then the number of
to plowing.
That such weeds seemed to !"■ a living page from the
previous
kens d str yed every year by rats, should
grow oil a sward, -h -w- the ground "Arabian Nights.’’
ks and lire' is incalculable.
rich.
to I
In return, 1 told Him all the eireumvery
drawn
A
irn e had nearly halt a hundred
-t
un c of my life, all my military adveua
j
m under the hens into a cellar wall in
Ti&lit Bums.
| ture-, and even :u a moment of extraordiby tl«e wharf rats. The num.1."
of Hardwick, Ala—s., win> narv rmffidenre. went so tar as to tell
1!.
•\\.
annual!; destroyed by lice i-> probably
has kept cows for nearly thirty years, anil hin! all about Cecile and our future mar-rea- n-i by ali othei vermin; and the
,.t
riage. This was done rather to give him
nber killed by the various applications who ha- tried both open and tight, barns,
writes to the Huston Cultivator that he an idea of our European customs than
destroy mg lire is by no means small.
with any idea of confiding in him. 1
T all the drawbacks to the profits finds the latter far preferable in our cold
Hubut lie would have tie barn so searech its!t the imlclh ary of talking about
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pleasures »! poultry keeping, filth
nit at the head. I owlt at large are the
t* lilti:\ nuisances one can have about
'aid' or buildings: and if they are
.ul ud, i: it i if tie better, unless theyards
urge, and much pains are taken to
them cleanly. It is just these difliin the vu\ of success, that makes
rule high for poultry and eggs,
ith prices of other food.
■trips vd
i
i
.king ir advice, we say :
in a .'mall iv.iv, and go carefully.
_■
:■
profit in if. if you will only leant
ton-tit out. Poultry and eggs are
with the prices of corn and
eonipared
1
that may be fed to hens and
:
!
I ton’t keep many kindt. One
:i: ken;*■' y
ger-'rally better than more, un•••
g ling to breed for the fancy
you a
an'i recommend that at all.
if. and w
U
h i\r
u .-> nui< li disappointment
g tn so \\ Ito have bought from dealv ho
keep many kinds, that we are

climate,

constructed that it ean be thoroughly ventilated at pleasure. lie says. 1 lend good
hay and regularly; keep in\ cows in the
barn most of the time in cold weather:
water twice a day in the barn : keep them
well bedded, clean out the stable twice a
day. and sometimes three times 1 find
farmer.-!, not a few in tins town, .-ay their
cows won't drink but once a day. 1 -ay to
such, I guess you don't give them a
chance: try a tight barn, and one that is
warm. Farmers, when you begin to pinch
your cows in drink, yon bring icanness
upon cows, if not in your purses: you
might as well pinch in feed as in drink,
for either or both will cause that leanness
of which farmers so much complain in
these days.
I think if farmers will try tight barns,
with good hay with water twice a day and
rlcan stables, with good warm bedding,
that two-thirds of the Iced used in an open
barn will keep the cows in much better
;
; to'encourage trade with them.
1 can direct you to a farmer in
A
.he i njeaii to say that dealers are not condition.
this town who kept his cows, some twelve
in that poultry stock is difficult
hi. <*d pure, where many varieties or sixteen, in the barn all winter, with
a !
in the stable, and he told
kept on the same place.. For instance, plenty ol' water
know of one large dealer who received me that he did not feed two-thirds as much
h r.id-onii income from the nest of a hay as when they were turned out to stand
x :
d French fowls; during the season round and shiver in the cold, as was for!il
at
twelve dollars per merly done, and the cows wore in much
t)i.
egbut, as he remarked to a confident, better condition than when loft out in the
:1. aen luisine.-s is extremely
perplexing; cold.
id an old ( bchin that would, in spite
Stbani»i,es in Colt. This complaint,
1 could do, get. in with my French
.vis and lay in their nest every day, and known very commonly as distemper, is
r
nothing serious. The swelling which apeggs looked just like the others.”
for the pears at the junction of the jaws and
For raising chickens or
eggs
able, one kind is enough, ana there are throat will in time break of itself and disThe only treatment necessary
cvci al breeds that are each good enough
appear.
After selecting is to give the colt soft feed, with bran
: a ! practical purposes.
maslies, and no medicine at all. The apvour breed, keep it pure if possible, and
the best petite, which falls oft' while the fever acSave
the
standard.
ii
to
up
keep
md most healthy specimen for breeders. companying the disorder remains, will re\\
d out all impertect and inferior birds. turn as soon as the abscess has broken. If
\ .-•■ii liberally on a variety of food.
Keep the enlargement increases to such an extent as to threaten partial suffocation, it
car stock through the winter in warm,
a lancet and dischargdry, clean quarters. Keep no more than may be opened with
to the
.ii have arajili
room for.
Change stock ed. No poultice should be applied
ft.-a
Voung fowls lay better than old swelling. Sometimes when the abscess reni
Crowing chickens may have corn fuses to break, or is slow in suppurating,
a
:
y them all the time.
Laying hens had it may be hastened by rubbing it with
little ointment composed of one part.
t etter hav
oats than corn by them conWe think corn a little too fatten- Spanish tlies and six parts ol lard.
-tantly
,ng for layers, especially if they are the
A Menagerie Wrecked. The news
large breeds.
F..r the sake of the general appearance of the wreck of the steamer oft' Colombo
f the surroundings of your door-yard, lias already been telegraphed to the press.
keep your fowls confined most of the time, It appears, according to a letter to the
If you keep the London Times of the lth inst., that the
out not in a small yard.
A.-iaties, a four-loot picket fence, as we Captain to save fuel, sought anchorage
know bv actual experience, is all that will outside the port:
u- needed to keep them in a yard that is
“The pilot let go the anchor too near a
is
large as it should be. If you can make well-known rock, and the sea, tumbling
it
convenient, it would be an excellent in as it knows how to tumble oft' Galle in
plan to have two yards to be used in the south-west monsoon, caused the chain
alternate years, first for the hens and then cable to part, and the vessel to surge heavi-, a garden.
or if you can give them the ily on the rock. The work of destruction
run of an orchard, both the fowls and the
was rapid.
Those on board were startled
trees will be the gainers
by the arrang- by the metallic sound of the ripping iron
meni.
sides of the.steamer as her hull was torn
'Vo know finite a number ol‘
persons in shreds by the piercing rock. There
among our acquaintances who arc doing a was no time to be lost. The vessel was
good business at raising poultry and eggs fast tilling, and to save the passengers'
One we have in mind who
tor the market
luggage was hopeless. They had barely
formerly worked out at carpentering and time to escape into the boats as the seas
other mechanical work, away from homo, came tumbling over the sides, sweeping
who is now growing some 400 Brahmas
every thing before them, carrying away
per year, for the early Boston market.
By one poor invalid sailor, and bursting open
inakiug this a specialty, and being at the cages and dens of an extensive mehome all the time and attending to his nagerie on board, going home for the Zoobusiness, he has been able to get chickens logical Gardens. The escape and strikingout amid the waves of a crowd of tigers,
out in good numbers early enough to bring
the high prices; has sold as high as 65c. elephants, etc., and their roars and screams
per pound the first of June birds, weigh- added to the terror of the wretched pasing 2 1-2 lbs. each dressed. His yearly sengers. One elephant managed to swim
income has usually been about 82.CH) profit ashore, as did one of the tigers, and the
from each fowl kept, though sometimes inhabitants of the adjacent coast are said
to be living in a state of
more.
siege, not daring
N'ear bv is another, a single man, who to venture outside their barricaded doors."
>
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Cecile,"bi

cause

In- was

sc

utterly

stranger

a

to her.

Iliad been some weeks m Algiers'watoh| in;>- anxiously for an adventure, when one
da'y a note was put info my hand. It was
highly perfumed, and tied, instead of be-

with a gold thread. It was
written in a most elegant hand, and was
in the purest French, and it bade me repair at nine o'clock to one of the mosques
where a most important revelation would
be made tome. Here was an adventure
In the excitement of the moment
at last.
1 rushed to the Jew.
•■Wha! am I to do? What does this
ing sealed

mean

?"

■It means that you are a handsome clog,
and that some of our lovely women have
j fallen in love with you."
j "What am I .to do?"
i
to the rendezvous, of course.'
Must I go
i
-Will there be danger?
j armed ?"
I -It would, be more prudent."
!
At nine o'clock, as the clock struck,
some one touched me on the shoulder.
You arc exact—that is well,” and as I
turned 1 beheld an old woman, dressed in
the <■ >«t-mne of the country, standing near
me.

••Are you Lieutenant Raoul l>uehene?"
said she, speaking in French, and with

only a slight

accent.

••Yes.’'
"You are lately lrom Marseilles?''
■•Yes."
"You remember Cecile?"
•Cecile," I cried—"Cecile Volaze?"
••'Xis she who ha.s written to you ?’’
"Cecile, my betrothed; she is in Bordeaux with her mother.
••She was, tint she is now here

a

slave

in Algiers.1'
"But the letter is not in her writing.'1
"Not as you knew her writing formerly."
“True, a slave—Cecile a slave? How
did she know that I was here ?’’
"She saw you from behind the grating
of lira- vv iiulow."
••'Fake me to her inclosure."
"Not until you have given me your
j word that you will save her."
in
At the risk of my life; but how
i heaven’s name, did she get here ?"
"She will tell you all to-morrow, when
j ou meet.”
“Let me see her to-night."

"Impossible.”

"To-morrow, then.
then.”
to-morrow

; in*

I shall not rest till
rcmeiimer,

Miencc—

indiscretion might ruin all ?”
1 was obliged to be satisfied, bill my
excitement was so great that I could not
restrain it. I confided all to my friend
tiie Jew.
••Be very prudent," said the Jew, “and
remember that the French government
allows the natives the exercise of their religion and the freedom of their own special
trades. To interfere between a merchant
and his slave would be dangerous."
1 listened, ol course, to no arguments,
and at nine o’clock the next night was at
the place the Arab woman had indicated.
Cecile, my decile, the pure and gentle
young girl, in the power of a Mahommodan—it was horrible.
“Follow me,” said the old woman, and
we entered a low gate, and alter various
windings found ourselves in a white marble hall, most brilliantly illuminated.
“Here is the danger. Once we can gel
through here into decile’s apartment we
are safe.”
We crossed the hall without impediWe entered the apartment, which
ment.
seemed dim to mo after the hall; but
indeed, all appeared when, from
bright,
an inner room, a lady advanced.
an

Tho

She wore the costume of the country.
and the heavy silver veils with which the
women are concealed in Algiers fell over
her.
In another instant she raised her veil,
and 1 beheld the loveliest creature 1 had :
ever seen in my life—her large, brilliant, j
yet melting eyes, fixed on me.
1 threw myself at her feet
•■Do f then see you again?
“Raoul,” she replied, in a low, •It
voice, “have you not forgotten me ,-' Do
you not love me 'till?”
“Love you still! Never have you been
out. of my
thoughts: bur how are you
here? Here and a slave ! How did you
leave y our happy home ? How did you
come into this man's power?'
“Listen to me, Raoul, and you will -ee
ltovv naturally 1 fell into the toils three,
\ young Arab me sent to
wars ago.
lionleaux to complete hi* education. IbA marriage beta ecu
lel! in love v\ ith me.
us was, of course, impossible, even had
1 not been betrothed to you.
Ilassan
understood this and seemed to have abandoned all the feelings of love lie had entertained for me. A month since lie announced to us his departure for his native
country, and, as a last proof ot ins friendship. asked my mother to honor him with
a visit on board the vessel that was to
take hull from us—a condescension he
called it Al t mother consented. We went,
accompanied only by Ilassan, who came
to letch tts. It was easy to separate us, both
curious as we were to see the various parts ol j
the ship. When at last 1 tried to rejoin my
mother she was gone, what became of her
l cannot tell you. All 1 know is that the
vessel sailed while 1 tell in a swoon at the
feet of Ilassan.
When I recovered he told
me that he had determined that I should
be his; he had sacrificed everything to
obtain me. So 1 am here and Providence
has sent you to my assistance.”
•This very night we shall lly 1”
■That cannat be. .1 should be missed,
traced, and again captured. No, Raoul,
you must take me hence to a French vessel ready to sail that very night.”
“Hut 1 cannot go with you. 1 dare not
leave Algiers without leave of absence."
■'1 can reach Marseilles in safety There
I can await you. Only get me beyond the
power of these people."
1 swore to free her—to obey her, she!

Obituary Department.
1:1

•I. Alfred
tor of The

<>!i!

mnro he'll ihoot his -dstor with his little
wooden gun:
more lie'll poll the pussy's t:■ it. mid
make Iter yowl for fun.
The pussy's tail now stands out straight. 11nfruit is laid aside;
The monkey doesn't lump around Hit-.- little
Willie died.

MAX ADELEli.

Brimmer, editor ami proprie-Morning (llorv. having observed the dispositions of persons who

All

tin

And

About

a

Bonnet.

i>. nru.E iuvun vi:i>.

no

'■

! here,' -aid tin- n ill i n* r.

settling the bonnet

triumphantly

tin- top of the braid
of dark hair that crowned Mi-- Delaford'-;
dainty head, and viewing the mm el of
"The utterly atrocious character of this luce
and ribbon with satisfaction.
Isn’t
balderdash will appear when 1 say that that beautiful ?
Look, MDs Seldon, did
William was twenty years old, that he
you ever '-ee anything more becoming? and
never had a
purple monkey on a stick, that so stylish''—giving the crown alitth- pat of
he never fooled with cats, and that he died
approval. “Do you know. I thought of Miss
of liver complaint."
Delaford nil the time I wa= fastening those
“Infamous! utterly infamous!" groaned scarlet
pomegranate blossoms in tiie laee.
the editor, as lie cast his eyes over the
I knew how well they would suit her. All,
lines. “And the wretch who did this sijp
these real brunettes', with clear, dark comlives' It is too much!"
a
little professional
"And yet," whispered Oti to himself, plexion''—breathing
few they are, and how well
“he told me to lighten the gloom and to sigh—"how
off anything! Look at yourself,
cheer the afflicted family with the re- they carry
mademoiselle, here, in this glass. Is it not
sources of
and
1
art;
my
certainly thought
And Miss Delaford could not bur
that idea about the monkey would have perfect
admit that it was, as she surveyed herself
that effect somehow
It is ungrateful!’’
in the opposite mirror, her olive chucks
At this juncture the sheriff entered, his
i
glowing with conscious pleasure till they
brow clothed with thunder.
He had a rivaled
the pomegranates. Madame'- glib
copy of The Morning Glory in his hand.
ran on, enlarging on tho merits of
He approached the editor, and pointed tongue
her article. “It is point lace, you see. Ah.
to a death notice said :
“Read that horshows so well for llm cost of it as
rible mockery of my woe, and tell me the nothing
real laee. and just notice that barlie, pleu.-c,
rtf the writer so Hint
t"in oli'isti-e
a
and -mil a

have been bereaved of their relatives to
give expression to their lettings in a poetical form, reflected that it. might perhaps
be a good thing to introduce to hi; paper
a department
ol'obituary poetry. lie considered whether it' whtu an individual inserted 11 fly cents' worth of death notice,
the establishment should contribute gratuitously half-a-dollars’ worth of mortality
stanzas, his paper would not at once become the most popular vehicle lor the conveyance of that popular form of melancholy intelligence to the public. And Mr.
Brimmer rightly estimated that, as most
newspaper readt'vs seem to take a deeper
interest in such sepulchral news titan in
information of any other kind, tho journal
containing the largest supply would have
the greatest number of subscribers. So
Mr Brimmer determined that he would,
as an exporiment at
any rate, engage an
obituary poet fur a short time, with the
to give him permanent employpurr
ment it the plan seemed to take with the
public. Accordingly tie sent, for Mr. Item*
ington Ott, a constructor of verses, who
had frequently contributed to th > columns
of The Morning (floty poems of what
would have been considered by a fastidious student of Knglish literature an appalling and revolutionan character. Mr.
Brimmer soon effected an arrangement
with tho bard, by which it was agreed
that (Ht should take a position in the office
for a short time, and whenever a deathnotice arrived he should immediately endeavor to grind out some \ ersos expressive of the situation
!
“You understand, Mr. Ott,” explained
Mr. Brimmer, “that when the death of an
individual is mnounccd. 1 want you, as it
were, to cheer the afflicted family with the
1 wish you
resources of your noble art
to throw yourself, you may say into their
situation, and to give them a verse or two
about the corpse which will seem to be the
expression of the emotion of the hearts of
the living.”
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yard long
pattern, and when you

beautiful
tired of it so
is
the
What,
you
price!"'
asked the dark little beauty, t: king the bonnet carefully from her head and lookiugut it
ns she held it in her hand. “forty dollar-,
mademoiselle, and that's low but it is to

him."

The eiUtoi iva«i

follows

oil

are

•aid i.ucia, .-a -tt’.iog back: "it is anothe
scheme id' charily that stand in tin- way
I never did see such a
girl as yon are. t. or.:.
1 mi can't make the world over, w
hy don'!
y ou take it as you tind it\\ ho is it tliitime, another professional beggar like that
old fellow you w re. ,-•> mueh interested in
last winter until you found out what an
-aid ('ora. flushimposter lie was?"
ing slightly at being reminded ol her mitake. "that expelieueo ha math mo cautious, this i- a friendless little child that 1
have taken from misery and .-in and placed
where she will at least have a chance to be
good and useful, which is more than she
Hut 1
had in llu den where. 1 found her.
Some day you
won't tell you .about her.
shall go vi iiii me and -ee for yourself how
much happim -s little if-di mal .mcotifer."
1 itat vctiiug Wilbur A thleigh. with his
dashing hors< and handsome carriage,
drove up to tin. curb in front of the Ifeial'ord mansion and giving the reins O a boy
on the pavement he walked with beating
heart up the steps to the entrance. He had
made up Ms mind, and come to that pas
sire point where a straw waste turn the
balance, as he said to himself, growing a
little pale at the thought of what was at
stake: "It shall be now or never: this shall
decide my fate, so l'ar as it lies with my
if she does not wear that bonnet 1
self,
will ask her to be my wife, and if she does
wear it"—his heart sank with apprehension
Poor fellow'. he loved her dearly, in
spite of worldly ws -Join and prdenee, and
she became mor and moro precious with
the possibility if losing her. "It she does
we-.r it 1 will never think other again except as an acquaintance,” he -aid linnly,
unconsciously grinding his heel on the
stone step. "I have promised myself, it is
due my better judgment, that this should
decide it ; and 1 never say a thing without
■

meaning

it."

The tinkle of the hell had
art eh died
W« have lost >ur little Hannrr in ji very j i.iaway when tin-dour opened ami out llutful manner.
tered Cora. her face radiant with the joyAmi we have often asked, How can h> r sufferful possibility that perhaps he did like her
he
borne?
ings
a little, and wearing the chip hat with its
When her death was tir>t reported her amir
leather, I hat had done service fur tiv.
got up and snorted
great confidence— -and you ire pink
you"—in
"1 saw you drive up,’’
With the grief that she supported, for it made one of
customers.'' “Don't you months at east
my
regular
her fee l forlorn.
she explained, ••and came right down withthink
that
a little high?" ventured the bruShe was su< h a little seraph that her father, who
out ceremony, knowing the horses did rot
nette timidly, for inadame h ited to be
is sheriff.
like to stand.'' pulling at the botton of her
to
no
indeed!
there
doesn't
seem
canif
he
never
smiles
in
Why
Really
“jewed." "High!
life again.
glove to hide her embarrassment at the
are three yards of laee just to cover the
tender look and little ear- ss he gave
She has gone, we hope, to Heaven, at the early
frame, besides the flowers and larlie, and proud,
age of seven,
in defiance to passers by. Later in them filI
the
the
making charge
pearl aigrette;
[ Funeral starts off at oley. n j v here sli«-*ll imver
win n standing a loin for a momeui,
more have pain.
nothing lor.' MissDelaford hesitated as she ing,
hei
I looked at the charming eomoination ol her dusky eyes lull of splendor, and.
this
with“Asaconsequenceol
infamy,I
heart lull of mush. the shrewd Lucia,
draw all the county advertising from your -earlet and creamy white, '-he wanted il
11all settled i
so much.
The delicate laee, the color ot passing, whispered,
paper. A man who could thus trifle with j
know it is from your lace, and J shall be
the feelings of a parent is a savage and a son loam, anil as.skiuiuJly wrought as cm- j first bridesmaid in
spite of that bonnet
so >«-ft and boj
As the sheriff went nut. broidery uti a cobweb, was
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to
on
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Scene
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his
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table
head
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the
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one look of approval w -s more toiler than
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of the rest of the universe :
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the
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writes
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incident of hi
following
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dollars
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fom
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sense, l suppose?" said Mr. Ott.
just
if 1 were one of the family, according to days
‘‘Precisely! Lighten the gloom. Do not instructions.
The verses arc beautiful. the sum she wanted for another purpose. trip—\\
were now approaching the islands
was so beautiful, so tender, so sad, that I
asked
mount over the departed; but rather take
Shall I send the chapeau imm.
That allusion to the grief of her aunt,
had lloatei in one continuous haze
would have dared anything for her deliv- a joyous view of death, which, after all,
1'hey
-:h*r.ce.
anxious
moment’s
nftrrn
seems to me to bo mj hap- madam*1,
lietore us. low down on the horizon, then
Knelt night, introduced by the Mr. < >tt, is, as il were, but the entrance to particularly,
erance.
It. expresses violent emotion with a to close the bargain.
the
Arab woman, 1 came to her.
'-lie was a better life. Therefore. I would advise py.
•‘No, I believe- not," was (he au-wr as parted into great green leaves upon
felicitous combination of sweetness and j
then grown into forests, and then
more lovely even than i had ever dreamed.
you to touch the heart-strings of the af- force. These people have no souls no ! it was handed back, "1 anf afraid l have water,
aeeii cultivated into farms and vineyards
She had grown into a different being from ilicied with a tender hand, and endeavor,
given you trouble, but I dm/t think 1 will in a sort ot dioramic succession,
of the beautiful in art."
as we
the one 1 had cherished in my heart; for instance, to divert their minds from appreciation
While the poet mused, hurried steps take it."
The stone tower
often, in our short, interviews, did I refer contemplation of the horrors of the tomb."
••Well, it not to-day, perhaps -ome other drew nearer and nearer.
were heard upon the stairs, and in a moto our early days, but the remembrance
"Kefrain from despondency, 1 suppose, ! ment a man with red hair and a teroeious day/* said the obliging milliner. "It suits of day Cooke's summer retreat cm Gibralj
tar was just climbing over its surrounding
seemed too sad for her to hear the names and lift their thoughts to—"
so well, let me put it by for you." "<>11.
glare in his eyes entered carrying a club ] you don't do
of those we loved, her family—mine, all
M.-s troi tops, and we were- behind the last
•‘.lust so! And at the same time com- j and
no.
that,
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once passed, opens up
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can
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go.
l want to see the editor,’’ he shouted.
interviews, stolen and dangerous as they advertisement. Throw a glamour of poesy, i
lletti
s-.-ll h when we saw something waving to us.
all
A ghastlv pallor overspread Brimmer's think 1 shall want it. at
I'o sharper
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apparently out of the lake.
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an
if
have
you
opportunity."
face, and he said :
eves it seemed a hitman hand and arm,
still i burned to free her from the power tails ol' the t v ry-day life of the deceased.
a little disappointed. but 'll1!
Madame,
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"The editor is not in.'
1
and to the captain's glass it was a boat
of this Hassan, even at the pain of not
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managed t
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gigantic gun-swab. Two ly emerged from the stairway and pinned it is generally sufficient for all mv fancies, to obtain enough tor a family Sunday dinword.
a
speaking
lie selected a pumpkin, cut a hole
or three persons stood in front of him in
the editor to the. wall with the ferule of lmt it won't admit of that indulgence at ner
1 tore it open.
threatening attitudes. Ott heard one of her umbrella. After g 'hiding her teeth at present." “Oh, well, never mind, if you in it, removed the interior, and carried it
*‘1 am safe; von will not betray me, for il you
him for a moment she floored him with can't pu\ tor it. now take it any way." said to the shore of the kike, w here, divesting
I them say;
do I will swear that you arc my accomplice.
••My name i-* McGlue, sir: \\ illiani her weapon, and seating herself upon his i her easv going friend; “Madame will himself of his clothing and placing tin
have long been waiting this opportunity, and 1
“No," said ('ora, deci>ivelv. pumpkin over his head In- w aded in among
thank you for helping me and the Dev's jewels McGliie. I am a brother of the late Alex- prostrate torm, she extracted a copy of j charge it."
off together. I am merely the Dev’s slave—a ander McGlue, 1 picked up your paper The Morning (llory from her bag, and. ■•1 promised papa not to get into debt : I the ''ice where the dicks were feeding Jn
Parisian, with unlv her beauty and her wits. this
Then ask your father a short time the chief duck approached to
morning, and perceived in it an out- pointing to a certain stanza in the obitu- couldn’t do that."
Now I am rich and will pray for you, my galinsult to my deceased relative, ary column asked Ott to read it aloud. He ! for the money, he has plenty, and you are reconnoiter. and seeing nothing more tutlaut and credulous cavalier. You should not rageous
It van in this fashion :
Ids only daughter: he must know ihm you midable than a juicy and toothsome pump
have confided vour secrets and love to the Jew. and I come around to demand, sir. wiiat did s*>.
little Alexander's dead
no you .mkas by tlic following infamous
He i- with me, ami we will not forget you.
have more expenses comet hues than others: kin lie signaled bis companions, and they
( 'akmi:n ."
Jam him in a collin:
lie will let you have it." “1 am not so sure advanced in order to feast, upon tiie fortu
language ?
Don't have ns good a chance
1 could
You see nate windfall. While on their way toward
1 stood as if turned to stone.
of that," said Cora doubtfully.
*
a
>1
*
•.
in
'the death an**-,a smote Alexamier
For n tim’rnl often;
Ceeilo an imthe bampiet they Were surprised by seeing
not collect my thoughts.
; lie gives me an allowance purposely, so 1
And gave him protracted repose;
Push hi- body right around
a number nine shoe.
To the cemetery,
postor? No, not Cecile at all; and 1 am lie wore a cheek shirt and nil
may make my calculations according to my tiie chief duck suddenly dive under the
his
in
nose.
the sepulchre
And lie had a pink wart
Drop him
the dupe ami accomplice of this hold, bad
income, and b\ limiting my desires learn water, feet foremost, and tailing to conic
With his Uncle Jerry.
X*i doubt he is happier dwelling in space
Another duck took upon itself the
to live within my means, that is the idea. up.
woman.
Over there on the evergreen shore.
At the end of every line the indignant He
i My first impulse was to denounce her His friends are. informed that his funeral takeexpects me to keep an account ot ex- oilier of scout in order to investigate tin
lint the
I at all risks—fo toll the truth,
conqueror punched the fallen Brimmer's penditures, and sometimes asks to look over cause of this strange proceedings, and in
place
libs with her umbrella, and exclaimed:
turn made a back somersault with surpris! fear of ridicule or the dread of disgrace
i he book, lie wishes to teach me business
Precisely at quarter past four
“Oh you willin! D’you hear that, you habits, you know. You needn’t shake your ing rapidity, and was seen no more. Intel
! at last restrained me, and made me eon-Ms late
"This is simply diabolical.
wretch? What d’you mean by writin" ot bead: to be sure it came a little hard number three, who followed, went down
sent to endure the terrible complicity.
brother had no wart on his nose, sir. He
in that way ? Take that at lirst, but 1 soon learned to think twice tail leathers first with a scream and a deCarmen was never found, nor were the had
a pink wart, nor my grandson
neither
his
nose
upon
you—you willinous wiper before 1 bought anything, and I find that spairing flutter of its pinions, and also
jewels traced. Probably she had sailed a green wart, nor a cream-colored wart; you serpint, toO!
break a lone w elder's heart I am better
lroni France for America, and so evaded nor a wart of
Ii is a you! tryiu’
pleased than when 1 hastily pur- neglected to come back and tell what tne
color.
other
any
with such seand’lus lies as them ! There, chased everything that took my fancy for matter was. The remainder of the bereavthe police.
to my family, and I disinsult
gratuitous
ed flock took to Might with terror depicted
As for Cecile, six months later i found
you willin ! 1 kummero to hammer you the moment''
tinctly want you to say what you mean by well with this umbreller, you wicked wil••I suppose, then, you wouldn't hear of upon their countenances, ami doubtless
her by her mother, pure, fresh and inno- such conduct I”
lin, you oAvdacious wiper, you! Take my lending you a i ride," said I ,ueia feeling with a firm conviction that there was a
cent : and not until we had been married
“Really, sir," said brimmer, “it is a
two years diil i relate to her my adventure mistake. This is the horrible work ol an that, and that, you w ile, indecent, disgust- a lilt lc injured at having her advice refused, nivsterv connected with pumpkins tiiat
When you know that and “lam so anxious to have
in’ wagabone!
in Algiers.
you look nice no duck can find out. That .Minnesota
incendiary miscreant whom I trusted as a Aleck
never had no uncle in no sepulchre
this evening w hen you are going out with youth had his Sunday dinner, but he
own
brother, lie shall he punished by my
wile wretch, you!”
Wilbur Ashleigh. He likes you. 1 know he got it in a very unsportsmanlike manIn a town not a hand for this
wart i anyhow, you
Useless Ci kuency.
outrage. A pink
While she pounded the editor, the poet does, and 1 feel convinced that if 1 miss be- ner.
Ihnnsand miles from Portland lives an old awful! sir—awful! The miserable scounhis way down stairs six step- at:
ing bridesmaid to you this year, it w ill by
ladv and lief grand-son. The old lady drel shall suffer for this—he shall, indeed." groped
'' ill'll
TUMl'l'A TION or nil. Ill'll
time and emerged lrom the front door all through that bonnet.”
No, dearie, it s
told the grand-son over a year ago that'
“How could i know,” murmured Ott,
us in the wilderm-ss, and
iimls
tin'
devil
remarkable
Ills
suddenness.
the
with
kind
in
journalgloved
she had saved a considerable sum ot out there
you,” touching
by liimselt. “that the corpse istic career ended upon that day. When very
hand of her friend, and dropping her head single handed meets us, the devil alone
1 used to know a
money, and if he ever got into a tight hadn't a pink wart?
i
much of a devil, he
AlexBrimmer's
employes dragged away
to hide her confusion; “but I couldn t bor- and we alone, lie s not
nlaee' in his business she would lend it to man name McGlue, and he had one, and 1
and carried her strug- row’
and now, with is not hard to put to rout. Hut the great
him. During the recent panic he found thought nil tlie McGlues had. This comes ander’s grandparent,
money even of vou;
gling and screaming down to the street, a smile tliat showed her white teeth and temptation of the devil is when he is backhimself in a bad situation from the want of irregularities in families.”
the editor sent fora earrige and was taken banished her embarrassment, “as you have ed In interest or fashion, and meets us
of ready cash and concluded to visit his
“And who,'' said another man, addresshome to bed, from whence he arose a suo’o-ested begging and borrowing, and not alone, lint in the crowd. There is
So
borrow
her
and
this
to
the
money.
editor,“authorized you print
grand-mother
ing
cause to fear the devil when we meet
with an earnest determination there is
he called upon the old lady and stated his hideous stuff' about my deceased son ? l)o week later
nothing left but stealing, suppose small
1 hey rode on in him alone, but the devil well attended by
never to permit another linn of obituary
the
we
subject.
With alacrity she went to her
wish.
with
was
not
it
change
your
you mean to say that
enter the columns of The Morn- silence for a few moments, when the pre- respectable gentlemen—that is the devil
trunk and drawing out an old stocking authority that ypur low comedian inserted poerty to
Glory.
Lucia exclaimed with sudden who is alarming. The devil who lies in
out
one thousand dol- with
sistent
to
count
scaning
proceeded
my advertisment the following
have forty ambush under the counter, who skulks
bank
were
bills—bills that
lars in old State
thought. “Why, Cora, you
dalous burlesque ? Listen to this:
or rings money
remember
don't
they
gave you behind a bale of cotton,
has
Ilis
a
and
dollars,
you
made
worthless.
A Pennsylvania clergyman
long past redemption
in
or rustics tray garments—that
know
Willie
had
a purple monkey climbing on a
I
store?’’
“Yes,I
ear,
at
the
your
in
be
dechange
hit by introducing “personals" in his that
feelings can better
imagined than
and fortunate is he
yellow stick;
all about that,” was the quiet answer, “but is the dangerous devil,
scribed. [Portland Pcrss.
And when ho sucked the paint all off, ll made prayers. For instance: “Lord, have mercy
as lightning from heaven.
fall
him
better
who
sees
a
and
another
for
aside
set
puris
it
him deathly sick;
on John Shanahan, who keeps a saloon
1 am ashamed to think how I May, that is the kind that goetli not forth
the monkey in near the old red
bridge. Either lay him pose, and at
Cuban bonds at 25 cents on the dollar And in his lust hours he clasped
his hand,
madame’s and was tempted but by manly prayer and manly work
hesitated
or have him reof
sickness
bed
a
at
nasold
to
are being
Philadelphia good
And bid good-bye to earth and went into a upon
Theodore Parker
to let the better object go" “So that is it.”
town."
this
from
moved
of
with
tured gentlemen
better land.
money.
plenty
1
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T i itl

Tin orticiai
throtigli the War

nimh publi
this a It, tii oi m. that no exctin11 i.
-ii:Ti.il at Santiago tie Cuba
t!v va ;n-t .am! that the total tmrn\ out; it!- ol
person, on the Vir•"
Ii fry-three, tends to relieve
•lii'tvha*. in Washington eir-
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The Spanish question
i overywheri* discussed with more ealnthi— than it was last week, and the im-

VISION.
riinosnondont of tile
n

I .VI.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

the pa.-i tw<- years under (lags of
ether countries.
Tiirusiuv/KoV'KMnKn -j:, isra.
Fourth. That (on. lit an was not a
citizen of the l niled States.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING
Filth. That the Virginias at the time of
—B v
it.
capture was engaged in an unlawful
i■
WILLIAM H. SIMPSON.
tn ii; ion against a friendly power,

•inrbig

Xnv. go

1

U u-hirigmn
■'•ii 15•
Id sat
I
.in
;g i! ii in-ol 11'Uri'o;'i'i -[iondenl
l:. h!.ollii iai opinion upon the
in and future aUitudi
,f i!:i.

pre'si

Mi

seems to

prevail

to

a

greater

ex-

than heretofore that there will be no
w ar between the i’nited States and
Spain.
The tone ot tlio Spanish Ministry eontn.iiu.- ti a nilly. and a disposition is manii,
in';’,: toward Spain and the
i"
-iimnui i/ed a
follow ; fested to act on all matters in controversy
t
m such a wav as will
i: a I >1 \
true llial the pojmlar
o
preserve peace botw eon the two nations.
! !”!prompt and ileci-ive aetion by
Flie only important communication rea.i' i.t to retire— the insult and
o’, tinif
Span i-h aiitln r! * ii i > ceived to-da\ from Madrid was by the
!ioi Ii 'VJMliathi'I’d With 11V the Spanish Minister. Admiral I’olo. who com,V.
.i -ii! in. :, than by any
thor oll'u-ial ic mieated the contents to Secretary Fish.'
Th. Spanish t luverninent contradict the
::
! he we! 14.nown de ire ol
It. -'a!-lit to extend our territory by i. port of any hostilemanifestations against
; !o han ei
qtii-ilion naturally led him ■tie American Minister and -ay that tien<•i-.il Sickles is treated with consideration
ii!’ .ilie. 1 to ill eep! of such an ortin present appears 1o lie to and respect : that some intemperance of
tin gauntlet o! war l Spain. language of the monarchical press was
d
t
•».t •_
the wi-akne-s
Spanish au- | promptly silenced by a threat of immedi:
In- thinks In- mav have an j ate punishment, and that the Minister of
i:y it; <
•Vitmitv to arry out Id- pet designs tin t \donics reports irom Havana that the
riiiig the .iuiii >rity of the I nited restoration ol embargoed property to
Am ; i- an oil; ..n- i- being diligently pro•s
< id an matte;
j rouiptly and die
It is admitted bv member-of the .ded with.
'.\
N1:\v VoKK, I'l.
:n :
mat the qnesliou of a w ar w ith
i'li,- Herald's \\ a-liington correspondent
til; a.nl it- eonsoquonee' to this country
t-epres. at Admiral I’olo as saying to him
igiiii 1 ■n 'i-il :rt a Cabinet lfleet
l
ot the President"- j during an interview Sunday evening:
do, ial.itii
Fheiv ha-bcenno insult done or intended
.Cod policy oil that oc- i
f
or
i
i.
the American Hag, because the Virgino\:■!: m- the -ubseijuimtutter.*.lei
wa- la more entitled to it than thetiag
! ,u*\ IIichards1 c and other meni:
aldnc. w oil-h iniiieau- that of \ Tio. iiela. tlmt for three years she lias
-ii
of a foreign war wa- one In ,-i encaged in a lawless pursuit, never
I'
-i’t. ’.’i w a 1 \ i.o means un- one.- during all that time having been in
that there is ample
IliO ollly ! Wo an Ann ri. an port
.i,;U‘l!!]’l;;lr
:
tho i abinet win1 iiavi any proof that she w as owned In Cubans.
I uat -ue obtained her paper- by fraudwf their own are Scored" ulent representations, and therefore they
1 ; o \ttoi la-y-fienoral.
ku <wn t-> show that they were void : that it was no mere assumption
j,
;e
oii-inative tlian tlmse held on the pari of the Santiago authorities
i ;■•
io : ii.il retli-eted by Uioliarcl- that the \ irginius prisoners were filibus1'hc latlci ter-. and thep knew it to be a fact: that
|t,
.)! mid K i!icson
;'’n prc-.-ut Hurry of popular Gen ISurriol simplx carried out the seni-iient opportuuitv to earn tences ol a regular eouueil of war.
Admiral Polo further expressed the opin..ud his department of the l iov:
pirmiim-iKc which had not ion that while the situation was grave
But there would be no war unless brought on
\ ; u-ir
ace rded to them.
;
lie addl'r—i-tent and his Cabinet have by tin: senseless clamor of a few
ed that )e. was authorized to deny the
to incline in favor el itnd -harp dealing with Spain, .-tone- about Sickles, having received the
].; ; advisors outside of the Cabi- following telegram from Madrid:
t outrudiet the reports of hostile demi.i Iii more eaution ant! conservaIt onstration- against the American Minister.
wn vi'-ws front the start.
Gen. sickle- i- treated with sincere friendmat, tho opinions ot r-enator
S'
11 of Pennsylvania
ship and respect. Seme excesses in the
-. :.;;V! -aormm; of Ohio are
wholly monarchical pre— have been immediately
-t
suppressed."
ngo-i, -dee policy. and other
tent
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here aiso relilsc to
The President for "War,

>ion of war. believing that
;i—ji a- unnecessary for
:
it-cll to be invcrgii.re; to
'Ic

’mo

Tin-

of the
permit
Boston Post declares that the President is
now.,
ia
foreign
quarrel
istly
which -o inlUience | tor wai a- a means of obtaining satisfac■: i-ioo]'at ion
He says,
t rs: that It is not desirable for ; tion in the Virginias matter
-os-W i-st Indian territory second. ! under date of \nv. 2 I
a i he sale If. s u- to attempt
'The people hate watched eagerh
.u on at -omit of our tinau;
-ince the taking of the Virginias for a
•mutem. even if i! were desirable;
sign from the President which would inv. iI:;
ought to do no more than we dicate
whether he was inclined to war or
to embarrass the experiment of
a diplomatic adjustment of the Spanish
Spain : fourth, that the
It was natural that the views
ati-.i is of le*s import anee than difficulty
Fhese reasons of the Chief Magistrate, the great soldier
estimated.
rl
who i- thought by many to be no less a
1 lit a:i alike, but someone
great stati -man. -houi 1 tie looked for with
i- entertained bv almost all the
interc-:
The position of the President is
ki
.ugre>snii.‘U tv hose opinions
however, one which leaves him free
fii-ad. However tjoldlv the not.
to publish hi
personal feelings from the
m v trge the policy of punishhousetops, and although he has talked at
■.
iii- message t<‘ t.'engross, and
time- villi oiliers than those of his own
r much sympathy with tin- ttul'orhousehold on this subject, ho has done so
a ban
mav lie developed in the
in the guarded way natural to the man
:• Is et tdent that the feeling ot tile
am. mav-san
to tile official, and the litv.
1| ... ijuite conservative, and in
tle that he has ha fail lias been variouslv
with tii)1 feeling at tiie Mate
i:itt rpreted, generally in accordance with
; tm--: t. which is solar ilitiercnt from
tile wishes el those under whose observaWhite 1 louse, that Air
tion' hi- meagre expressions have fallen.
is uialoti'itedit much l
,>i K\art
It an n longer be gainsaid that from the
Presidential
.in-lit
of
the
,p.
ilr-: the President lias been eluding under
be
to
would
be
found
...
Pis;-,
A!:
tin
restraints which leave him free only
di
or. himself upon til*
<pte»- t
n.ot after <
'<mgrcs- shall have marked
\
:i"-i respected member ot
ad
"it: that which should be done; that from
:,- .f,i t.
-flay if lie shared the tnn,. „f the
taking of the Virginins
gi.ati'.n at the eapture ot
O' i tin
inhuman butchery of her crew,
y
1 that hi- tt as
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-1• j.*• than tin* law of tho land
him to take, and although that
\x
has before to-dav said can very
properly !••• oonstrited to sustain the above
itl"ii, many and bitter complaints have
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Cuban

Matter.

In the past week the excitement concerning the capture of the Yirginius and
the execution of her officers and passengers has in some degree subsided, it is
seen, when the facts are known and the
bearings of international law upon the
ease

■

■

advance, $2.<v>

expiration

iards

understood
are

not

so

fully, that the Spanmuch transgressors in the
more

capture of the vessel. The real offence is
against the laws of humanity in the barbarous and wholesale execution of the
persons found on board. In that the United
States cannot find a special offence against
its rights, or a plausible cause of war. If
have any right of complaint it is found
in the fact that Cuba is near us, and that
we

we

have

of a

may

a

right

to

complain of the nuisance

slaughter house at our doors. Spain
indeed reply that her reign antedates

national existence, and that her practices have always been the same, from the
our

extermination of the native Cubans three
hundred years ago, down to the assassinations of the present day.
But then the
laws of humanity have gathered strength
of late years, among other races, it not
with Spain, and a protest by this or any
other civilized government in the name
of outraged humanity must have force.
The first

of the authorities at
with deliberation, coolness, and a determination to
seek the 'nest interests of the country,
whatever may lie the popular excitement,
or the demands of those who expect to

duty

About the Hard Times,

Mathews Brothers' New £*tahli»h«
m cut.
iVu notice that the Rockland Free Press,
The establishment of Mathews Bros.,
with that zeal which pertains to now conwhich has just commenced operations in
verts, comes to the defence of the adminthe manufacture of .sashes, doors, blinds,
istration. and endeavors to parry the force
&c., deserves something more than a passof our question “Who is
responsible for
ing notice. It is probably tiie largest and
the hard times?”
Thq^ paper probably most
complete factory of the kind in Newfeels a local necessity impelling it to rise
and make some explanation upon the Englaud, and has been gotten up with
IS lit it commits

point.

a

grave

error

is to

proceed

and with all the improvements which know ledge of the business
and long experience could
suggest. The
location itself has mam-advantages, being
bounded on three sides by Front, Miller
and Cross streets, and on the fourth ad-

the very outset, when it says—
Put it rather blunts the edge oi the Journal
argument, that it lias always denied that the

administration did deserve'any credit for the
prosperity of the country. Of course if its
former a-Mimption was correct, its present om
is false.

This is

miss-statement of our position,
inasmuch as we have never admitted that
the so called prosperity had any real founa

The

dation.

spendthrift practices

joining

the

& Co.

Then

a

shipbuilding grounds of Carter

didance ol

thus placed at
than a hundred lcet

buildings
more

are

from any other—a

lavish habits of the

war. and an inllated
currency which deceived the unthinking
into a belief that the war was costing

of their main building so inclines that the
nothing, induced popular belief that the
great convenience of street level encountry was prospering. The volume of
trances to the .basement and first story
paper money and the lavish expenditures
above are afforded on opposite sides
The
of the government kept up the delusion
-ewer
on
reMiller
street
has
been
Put the large
years after the war was over.
built and covered with stone work on
laws which govern those matters are as
their whole front, giving a convenient
fixed and nnchangnhle as the laws of nadrive way.
ture. A top-heavy structure founded on
The main building. >>t wood, is l'J by
credit is as sure to eonte to the ground as
s.‘> foot, four stories high, including basethe house that is molded on sand.
Kvcn
ment, and has a Hat roof w ith cement and
dollar that the currency was increased begravel
covering. Eight is afforded on all
the
of
the
to
treasury
redeem
yond
ability
four sides by one hundred windows.
The
it in specie was false and fictitious,
h
house on the south side is of bri k.
engine
nominally increased values, quickened with double walls and air
space, 5J5 by ts
trade and tilled the purses of the people—
and i- tire proof, communication
feet,
but a large part of that which was called
with the main building being had only oy
money was as unsubstantial as the foam
one door and window of iron, which can
on the river.
A transaction in the New
he instantly closed in ease of tire.
The
York stock market pricked the bubble,
roof is laid in mortar, with raised edging
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history <>1 a business enterprise, which at sacrifice to the insatiable bellies of the a woman behind them.
once bears testimony to the smartness of universal Yankee nation.
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,)i, » ommandHifa woman and the virtue of printer's ink :
One firm, Messrs. Doe. ttaso A Chapin,
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anable vessels
for sen ami < I II A little quick ebom
\ little over four
years ago Mrs. Hannah have on exhibit ion at their stalls in Quincy ready
t
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[\. Y. otiinierei-d.
M. Tarr left one of the mills in this city and
opened business as a dressmaker. Shortly she Market a cheese which is a cheese; its
Isi-.nl Brown, a <..-orgri. mgr., win is t..
began the sale of Fancy (roods in the second height being three feel, diameter live feet, be hung next mouth, u.is M,;<1 in- |..»dv :
story of a Lisbon Street store, and in a small
doctor for >1", and
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and weight tost pounds. This cheese, the hair
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will
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gladden
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A new and tir.st-elass bridge, with ston- abutto increase.
All the while judiciously using
that wonder-working compound known as the eyes of such as care to look upon it, ments, has been finished by the Maim* iVntrai
printer's ink. she found it necessary to enlarge until Christmas, when it will gladden the railroail company at Miav'v’s mil!-, }...*»t t\
and half mil. < tit from Bamror.
the store at No. 07 Lisbon Street. An addition
stomach of such as will care to pay for
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Dr. < ro'hy. of Watervill.
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must either stop advertising or build still larger.
the benefaction. The cheese is big. but Shurtlort*. of Winslow, an* mov ing for the preDisdaining the former, she accepted the latter,
the number of the former class will prob- ervation ot the <>M ••Block House,’* which
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stores Nos. Of)
tion of 20 feet
into one,

and 07 Lisbon Street. An addiwas made, both stores thrown
thoroughly overhauled, and departmentized in a metropolitan style. Then- is a
Phis large estabcarpet room in the basement.
lishment is certainly a proof of the ability of its
chief. If our lady readers de-ire t«* see what a
smart woman can do, let them mid Mrs. fan's
advertisements elsewh* re, w hich given detailed description of the store, and then vi* it for
themselves.
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We notice that many papers are. publishing the first chapters of The (inlden Idol—

stands t. -side rh*• 'I: ine
low

able exceed the latter.
And while w e are thus making ready
liif epicurean delights, a dark cloud lowers
over the land,
and ere these sentences

Til. Beliiisl J.iurntd
1'I VI NI.I
with pitiless malice, inserts the name of the
Collector of that District in diamond type in a
bourgeois paragraph, and is heartless enough
to do it all in lower ease.
Poor Mr. Roberts
will hardly survive that sort of retaliton spite,
which is a little worse than though Simpson
had made faces at hi- sister.
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ing of lumber for sashes, door, blinds,
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But not nearly so bail as though .somepiazza roof projecting above this story
gives a drv place for loading teams in wet body should make Maxham's lace at her.
weather. The third story is for making That would very likely be fatal ton woman
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II "it. d. L. S; e\ ip, of A ugiisia, w ho ref timed
home t*n leave of absence from hi- mDsiou to
Montevido several week- since, ha* eoneluded
to remain at home.
Hi- r<-Biiai mu has he.-n
forwarded t>» \\ a.'hinglmi.

aught of good can come ot it, \i/.
Th.e irrepressible w ar between mistress and
maid, or, as (he t ranscript is pleased to
end if

call it.
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fur
three week' pa-l that paper lias
contained communications from both parties in interest on this vexed question.though the parlor has necessarily and

Hon. .1. l.(. "it \. ii- "! Align-1 ., v'. lei i. turned home on ieav *• I absem-e from llis mission
t.. Montevideo several vvei k- -im*
has concluded to remain at home. Hi- r* -ignati m h e
hern forwarded t<* \N a*hitt<rtoii.
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Not unlikely the articles
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Latter ftab» Boston,
Oorrcrpoirl'-nn: of the Journal.
Boston. Nov.
Verily winter i- upon us if all

groat seeuritj against among us. they are moslK genial, good high-pressure tugboat under full head of
lire. They are close to the wharves, and natured fellows, who can lie
I'iie tobacconist i- forced I" depleasant com- steam
convenient to shipping facilities by sailing
panions, especially when they put their pend upon the unlikeness of the noble rod
vessels, steamers and railroad. The site leg' under a friend's mahogany and
man as an indication of the nature ot his

and

of paper rags—but never till now
that it entered into their hearts to conceive that tl;c\ had the power to ruin
tin- currency of the United States also.
Why, what a set they are, these rebels
and democratic sympathizers, to sucprofit personally by a war. 1'he country cessfully rob Salmon P. Chase of that
lias had quite enough ot that class of
which was his chief boast, that he was the
patriots of late. It seems to bo pretty father of
greenbacks and all their kindwell established that though the Yirginius
red Frilly their wickedness is unbounded.
carried the flag ot the United States, she
Coming back to the consideration of
did so wrongfully—that she was clearly
the present and its troubles, we liud the
the property of Cuban revolutionists, and
situation one which admits of no explanahad since she was furnished with papers
tion except that of misgovernment. Men
worn the flags ot two other nationalitit ~.
all over the country, and especially in the
Amt even it .-he had not torleited her
large cities, skilled mechanics, artizans,
nationality the aet of carrvinf the n-n,tn- f...., .1 ..-ran ii i7ens, arc utlc amt tlicir
aim tnoir arms and attempting to families in
danger of starvation. If there
land on the (,'ulian coast, would seem to had been a failure of
crops, anil a famine
put Iter outside the pale tif this country's were impending, all would bear their part
protection. And as for the persons exe- in enduring the great calamity as a visitacuted. probably every intelligent man tion of Cod. and summon all their fortiamong them knew that in joining the ex- tude. Hut the land is rich with all abundpedition he took his life in his hands, and ance. The granaries are full, and the
denationalized himself by the act. so long barns run over with the harvest. Instead
as he served that cause.
of a cry for food, the demand is for means
It would seem, therefore, that we have to
carry away the enormous accumulation
scarcely a pretext for war with Spain in to feed the hungry In this state of tilings
this matter, even upon the showing of
men, women and children, ready and
those who complain. There is a great
to labor arc
in the
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their lighter-skinned compatriots, arc heen at Lu<‘k-p« i:. settling th 1 ati>>n f th.
depot of the Buck-port and Bangor railroad,
clamoring for representation in tlm gov- concerning w hich tin* citizens and the company
could
not come to an agreement.
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Un* Louisville
ourier Journal conclude*
closely allied
position
notice of Rev. Dr. Fletcher, the Buffalo clergyto l hat occupied by her a- in aiv-t head ot
man who attends horse-race--, w ith fie* follow
the family, should be at once accorded iug adaptation:
“Racing is a monster of such a frightful mien.
her; indeed, is one which lets too long
That t«» he hated needs hut to he seen,

public office,
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oft, familiar with it face.
We first endure, then pity, then w«* race.”

I.. denied her intuitive love and tact in

the training ol the young uiea.
Tin* ••hal'd tunes" of which wo all hear
so

null'll, also, have become, instead of

a

visitor, one of the family, and hid fair to
spend the winter with us. Various schemes

have been proposed to alleviate the sufferings of the indigent, and no greater
amount of actual suffering than usual w ill
ensue from the general stoppage in manuThe City Council
factures and trade.
have voted to distribute soup during the
winter to the poor, as in former years
only that tlit; dispensation will commence
earlier than in former years, and he continued perhaps further into the spring.
This measure excited some opposition at
the meeting of the Council at which it was
passed, inasmuch that it is exceedingly
questionable whether the really dcserv ing
poor can be induced to avail themselves
of the relief thus afforded, while broad innuendoes are indulged in of families hav
in loriner
ing done a thriving business
houses by the
years in keeping boarding
aid of extra rations of the city’s charity,
secured by sending two or three children
where the nutridaily to the police station
He this as it ntayr,
ment was given out.
it is obvious to all that the only successful
manner of aiding the respectable needy
would be to sell the food dispensed at a
nominal price, sufficiently large to disabuse them of the feeling that they had
been reduced to mendicancy
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V day or two ago a little boy, the child *>i
Fow ler of Rockport while pi*i>
Major James
w ith an old army revolver narrow ly e-eune«f
shooting his sister, a younger child, 'flu*
w as snapping caps at the girl, “making helie\shoot her,” when suddenly a sharp explosion
took place, an old charge having Iwen tired.
Th-* girl's face was badly burned \\ ith powder,
and throe hucU-shot just grazed her head, entering the wall of the room.
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Colonel Alfred >. stone, a w-II-miow 11 citizen
Brunswick, died last Wednesday, aged
wa* formerly
a
IIlumber
seventy years.
manufacturer and dealer and did an extensive
a prominent member of the
was
He
business.
democratic party t«»r many years, and held
several important odices under it- administraHt* was a director of the Brunswick
tion.
Hank, ami had served several terms in each
branch of the legislature.
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A Murderer

Escape*

from the Tomb*.

York, Nov. 10.
This afternoon the coll of W. J. Sharkey
in the tombs,on the charge of murder, was
found vacant. Airs. “\Vos” Allen, who was
in the prison asa visitor, w as found inside
and it is presumed she ga\ e a ticket to
Sharkey, with whom she was acquainted,
and he escaped in woman’s attire. Her
ticketjis in the hands of the door keeper
There was the greatest excitement in the
all points.
prison. Detectives were sent to
Sharkey had been sentenced tor murder,
and was granted anew trial His clothing
was found under the bed
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LiNcoi.wn.i.r. « apt. Fred >. Pyroi ihitown, is having built at Portland a \e--el of
dOO tons burden, for the W e-t India trade. >he
is to bo owned by parlies in Portland and the
master, and will probably be bark ricr‘.r ,d.
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Terrible Tragedy in Providence.
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ippery moruing, and consequently lie
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with much suddenne-s on or. the door
My d**ar," -aid he, as he retreated into
ii that said the wicked
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Some old fool
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<

■f

the

a

superior vessel, and reflects great
the builder, and insure* the

>ucccsr

undertaking.

he shipment of hay the present month is
<t> light in comparison to one year ago, the
r part shipped being of an inferior
quality
I

-ml lor

the southern market.

But

oue or

two

argues have been sent to Boston owing to
.1: between our
and the Boston

a

fanners
buyThe farmers hold their
hay lit a figure
bu! when added to
the freight, brings that
time Klin
S1..1O per ton above the Boston
market. Owing to this state of
things our loal buyers ean do
nothing with the first

ers

quality

hay. There i- a large amount in the countrv,
-mi the Boston market is being
supplied from
other places.
■

1

<

diaries B. Hazelline

Ksq. arrived
shooting trip to

home on
the Chesafieake Bay, during wbich a severe accident
happened to him. While holding his gun muzzle downward and wiping it, one barrel was
disc barged, the charge of shot passing through
bis right foot about midway between the ankle

Monday from

a

duck

■sud toes, splintering three of the bones. A surgeon from Baltimore dressed the wound, and
Mr- H. was taken to that city, where he remained ten days and then started for home. Although ihe wound is a severe one, he will doubtless have
arapid recovery and a good foot when
it has healed.

in shake

i;i n>i:h

tlijiiey

of Ilorehound n»d Tar fox

an

Druggi.-ts.

Centaur Liniments.
There i
»

no

pain

w

liieh tin-

Vntaur Liniments will uol

lieve,

no

-welling they

subdue. and

no

re-

1

«

substitute for Casis the only sofr article in existence
which i- certain to assimilate the food, regulate
lie bowvls. cure wind-colic and produce natural
-loop. It contains neither minerals, morphiue
children
or alcohol and is pleasant to take,
IvtS
need not erv and mother- ma\ re-t.
i-

\-TOlii A
li
tor oil.

than

mop**

often

Tor 111) Ot 111
«t omach.

";

a

■_
oN KHt NDRF.D OLD AXD MYY S.VFKS
ai K. It. Mor.-e. 71 and 76 Sudbury street. Ho—
ton.
Hank Vault and -teel work. **f b. st .jualitv, made to order.

M

lock
iiiau

--

PRICt CURRENT.
Jo/' thv. •Journo'.
| lb.i.i .VST, Wednesday, Nov. -t. !'M.
":U
’i>ui:i.r>«> ;Kound Hoy,

BELFAST
f'ni'i'O'l'jf
Hour.
Corn M

s MaJ<
>SoaOO{Clear Salt Pork.
aw
1.10a 1.15 Mutton per lb..
KyeMeal.
7;t*
'.'Oyl.00 Larnb peril).,
Uve,
".al'»
*0y0() 'Turkey per 11
Corn,
1 la l-'t
Bariev.
«»5a?5 !< liicken per lb..
Mai?
.‘..*0a'{.oo
Beaus.
per lb..
I'.'ald
Marrowfat Pea-. i.25al.50 <»eese per lb
s.'»lair>
58a00 Hay per ton.
Oats.
sl.JkiaO.Od
50a0U Lime,
Potatoes, new.
ton do
I tried App!10a 12 Washed Wool.
\\ ool.
ddtiijo
...al.OO
Cooking Apl 'f'
-loaOO
Butter.
30a32 I Pulled Wool.
!-*>aoo
1-SaOO Hides,
Cheese.
17a0o
;0a32 'Calfskins.
Kggs.
s l.oosrj.oo
12aoo .Sheep .skinLard.
Hard
Wood,
sn».o0a7.0o
7a'.»
Beef,
si.00ab.0o
r,al.;>0 Soft Wood.
Baldwin Anpie1
"ao Dry Pollock
Veal,
-isS.OOOa.OO
1 try (7.»* Su'iuv
■

jDuck

jpnwashed

\Vi:n: d-:si;ay. Nov. I1.'.

AT market fur tin- current week—CattL 2 Ids ; sheep
and Lambs 10.5-12, Swine 15,825; number of Western
rattle 1903. Northern Tattle and Working Oxen and
Miieh Cows, 475. Eastern Cattle, OOo.
Trices of Keel’Cattle, per 100 lbs. liv e weight. Ex12 1 2a7 25; first qualit} *♦*• ?5a? o*»;
tra quality *7
.second quality *5 75ao 50; third quality $4 l-2a5t»2;
of c-arse Oxen, Hulls, &e.. *3 5(Ja
grade
1-2; poorest
4

25.

Trighton

Hide-

1'righton

per 11-

-7c

per lb.

Tallow

>e

Country Hides—Oao l-2c per lb. < outcry i allow
4 l-2o per lb.
Calf Skills—ltlalsc peril-,
-sheep skin- si eacli.
Working Oxen—Wequot'- sales ol 1 pr, gth 7ft
0 in *225 f 1 pr. 7 ft, *19"; ! pr, 0 (': 10 in, *195. 1 pr
0 !f. sin,*17", 1 pr, 0 ft
in. 145;
pr, 5 ft, o in. S15u
1 pr. 0 ft, 0 in, *135
Miieh Cows and Stores—We quote extra at $55a90
.rdinary *25a50 per head. Store Cattle—Yearlings
* 11a 17 ; 2 year olds *l('»a28; 3-year olds $28al>.
Sheep and Lambs—Western Sheep cost find 1 2c
Lambs. 5 l-4a0 l-4c per lb.
Swim—Tigs, wholesale•> l-2a? 12c; retail 7a8c per
lb. Hogs—21,700 in market ; prices 5»5 l-2e per lb

SPECIAL

W'luVIi i- tii* <>!<!< -i. A1 i--- Antiquity,old Aunty
Diluvium Mi-- Yun Terior. Mi-- Am-e-tor. Mi-Aim T. Mundane ■: .Mi-- \nn T. < vdent
iuilexihle

<

a-r

tailed t"
anker.

never

emv

The

Confessions

Published

--ciated L’el'ormeil Presbyterian say- Tor
Tain-killer has been known as a
medicine. Tor pains and aches
-o good as the Tain-Killer.
Tor
We speak
many internal diseases it i- equally good.
from exnerirnci. and testify to what we know. No
familv should be without « bottle of Davis' Tainlviller.
J in-

hr.

and
can
oi

the

.Judging by our own experience whoever once
makes a trial of Terry Davis’ Tain-Killer, will not
fail to recommend it widely as an unequalled liniment, and valuable internal remedy for eoldj and
various oilier complaint-.
Every Month.

of

The efficacy of Terry Davis’world-renowned TainKiller in all disease- of the bowels, even in that terrible scourge the Asiatic cholera, has been amply
attested by the most convincing authority. Missionaries in < kina and India have written home in commendation ol this remedy in terms that should carry
conviction to the most skeptical, while its popularity
in communities nearer home i- ample proof that the
virtues claimed for it are real and tangible. Among
lto«tnn
family medicines it stands unrivaled.
< ourier.

mild anything be neater than the negro's ret-i a young lady w hom he offered to lift over
:• gutter, and who insi.-ted that she wa-‘ too
•Lor. missus," -aid lie "I’-- u-ed to
heavy
lifting >arre!- of sugar.”
t

ply

lie Snturda> IN ruing (iazetie of T»o don. says:
it is Impossible to find a place on this broad land
where Terry Davis’ Tain-Kim.kk is not known us a
In the
most valuable remedy for physical pain.
country, miles from physician or apothecary, the
Tain Ki h r i- cherished a- the exclusive panarea,
and il never deceives.

Most ail |iiil- ill the market, and those -ivied
vegetable.are not only large.nau-eous, griping,
and ditlieult to swallow, but they contain Mercury, besides Aloes. Gamboge, and other injurious’drastic-. I'li -e are old medicines, and used
before medical science developed better, now
-upplamed by nun h more pleasant bui effectual
Dr. Bierce's Pleasant Purgative
caihartie-.
Pellets

lnbodv

tie latest and best

•Ti.iu:> Davis' Tain-Kil.u.n is nail} a valuable
dieaiiient. and, unlike most of the articles of the
dav is used by many physicians. It D particularly
desirable in locations'where physicians are not near:
and, by keeping It at hand, families will often save
the necessity of sending out at midnight fora doctor.
'Co-ton
A bottle -buiibl
kept in every hou-'r.'
Traveller.
lii'

cathartic

properties in a com cut rated form, and are never
taken with disappointment. Wholly vegetable
sugar-coated, siuali. neat, and in delicate glass
70(1
vial-, sold at 1-)«• 111 In Druggist-.

the

west -ays lie mov ed so often during one year, that whenever a covered wagon
stopped at the gate his chicken- would fall on
their backs and hold up their feet, in order to
In tied and thrown in.
A

man

Mi:. .1 mis 1. Fki.i.ows, Chemist.
In May. 1800. I w:e aUuekcil
Ill m: mi::
wilh a severe dry cough, which eontinued in
Harshness for some time, when I commenced
a thick, whitish snlistaneo, then
Judge Ingraham expectorating
Judge
1 raised a greenish yellow and slate-colored matwould issue a stay of proceedings, hut ter, then bleeding of the lungs sot ill, and other
both declined to do so, and flic former svm]itums of a very alarming character showed
leading physicians
•*Boss" of this city was taken to the Tombs. themselves. 1 consulted the
in Philadelphia and other cities, who gave me
Conno encouragement, as mv disease was
sumption. 1 spared no expense to obtain relief
The Gloucester Fisheries—Feaui 11. but
I
bad
fallen
tlesh
In
in
found none.
August.
Record. The present season has proved from loo to 120 pounds, and sinking rapidly
the most disastrous for many years to every day. My friends in Philadelphia advised
Gloucester fishermen. The loss of life has me to leave the ship and go home. At home
and wished
been nearly as large as that of 1.8(12, while tliev considered mv ease hopeless,
remain there and not die in a foreign
in the matter of the loss of vessels it has me to
in
October of the
I visited St. John
been much greater. The present season's country.
same year on my way lo Philadelphia to join
losses will be as follows: 2 I vessels, of a mv ship, and was advised by a stranger, who
form and racking cough,
tonnage of 1,287 tons, of a valuation of noticed my shrunken
Compound Sympof llypophoshitcs :
$110,000, and 152 lives. Of these, ;! Mis- totrvasyour
will grasp at straw-. I
ninii
a
drowning
sels and 111 lives were, lost in the herring and,
saw a rav of hope in the suggestion, and pro5
in
vessels
winter
shore
the
fish- cured a bottle. The effect warranted a further
fishery.
eries, g vessels and 32 lives on Georges, !) trial, ami I bought, a dozen bottles, and left St.
vessels and (i.‘! lives on the bay fishery, John, and have been knocking about the Atlanand 2fi lives lost from being washed over- tic ever since.
As thi- i- the lirst lime I have visited your city
board from various vessels. Of the result since. I feel under obligation to let you know
the
of the season’s work, the winter shore, the effects produced by this Syrup. X eontinued takbank and the Georges fisheries will make ing the remedy regularly.' At first tnv appetite
the best exhibit, and that of the bay fish- improved—I regained my strength—then mv
gradually left me, and finally the expectoing—or the mackerel catch as it is called cough
ration ceased: and although the benefit was
—the poorest. The depreciation in mackgradual. 1 could note the change for the better
erel alone during the past six weeks has every day,so that after having taken ten bottles
been estimated at half a million dollars on I considered myself well. This was about five
months from the time I commenced taking the
what is held in Gloucester.
A short time after I had considerable
Svrup.
trouble, and feeling some of the old symptoms
I finished the other two bottles; and
The advocates of woman suffrage and the returning,
now 1 consider myself as well as 1 ever was in
advancement”
‘woman’s
life.
general
ly
my
My present weight is 102, seven pounds
eause|of
above my usual healthy standard. My nerves
are just now making a special effort to adare good', my appetite good, and general health
vance their ideas among the people of this
excellent. L heartily recommend your Syrup
vicinity. So far as the elevation of women to all persons troubled with any difficulties or
to public office is concerned, there seems disease of the
Lungs or Nervous System, firmly
to be a
that had I not used it, I would not now
growing feeling in favor of giving believing
be living.
to women a more
in
the
prominent place
Honing this letter may meet the eyes of othermanagement of our public educational similarly affected, and induce them
lo use the
machinery, not only hereabouts, but also same means of cure,
at the west, as in the ease ot Illinois,
I remain, rours very truly.
it A Kit IS COFFILL.
where, out of thirty-three ladies who wenof
.Master
brig “I’otosi,” of Windsor, N. S.
candidates for school
superintendents in
I
heard
from
recently
Captain Coffill that ho
the recent election, eleven were elected.
eontlmie- to possess vigorous health.
[Salem Gazette.
JXVINTon

I

.<

We ha.*- tested the Tain Killkj:. and a-»ure
our readers that it not only possesses all the virtues
claimed for it. hut in many instance surpasses any
! Herald of
other remedy we Iniv e. er known."

out

CONSUMPTION
Letter from Captain Coffill, of the Brig "Potosi. of Windsor, N.S.
<r. John, X, 11., May 22ml, 1 oi-.

of

oi all kinds.
I’AIMiK ( (*1.1.A KS 10
three I.ox, i,,r O rejos. hi all -i
other ht-tter j-radc oi i-oihi:
ii
11

or
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Jl1 Ih;'
of
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Belfast.

•.'.■ml. !.
and d

A
-f Jl«

Ohifii,n'li iiothrs, bi-fioiur /". Date. X,.
„}-,</ \ue
must
pa it! ./'•»*.
In this city, .\\'w Jlth, Mr*. Abigail, widow of the
Ian- < apt. Harry Kells aged M %<ar* and ‘i months
In this city, Nov. is Allen .V *>rinkw;,i,*r.
aged ;
..

years and 10 mohth*.
In Searsmont. Nov
Mi-; y\ ,rv t. jy, ;
rtfn.d
17 \ears and t months.
In Knox, Nov. lath, Mrs. Kli/aheth Brown.widow
ot the late .lohn Brown, ag-at s| wars. s month- and
25 days.
Kt Ulsworth, 12th lust.. Florence
May, infant
daughter ot V- m. and Bessie .f. \ndrews of Boston.
!n Snrrv. sept. 15th, William < uin,
aged about 22
years.
In < atmien. l-!th in*!., ('apt. lohn 11. Duilev, a "oil
•j -' year*:.
In Bangor, No-,, litth. after
\ erv short illness,
Mr*. Sarah ltm all. aged ’! vea
i) month' and-v.

day-

mcaaa..n—

mm m |M,

m,,,

SHIP N Is VVs.
PORT
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MIT( III l.l

The Place to

BAKERY!

1

N"\. 17

Successors to J. II. Luno <t Co.

There you

afternoon.

‘•very

Brown

Prend

Compel Liberty.

!w2ls]i

Wholesale it Retail J balers

usual Sundae

as

A. F. Riggs, Cross St,

of—

—

Bellast. June y..~ tf »l

]

IN

Confectionery. Cigars.

Tobacco.

CORN, FLOUR & HAY

'Direct from the Manufacturer- in Boston and New York.>

SPECTACLES.
Musical Instruments &

Cutlery! I

I

HIRAM CHASE
-FOP,

3C Years al ihe Old Siand,
No.

*5,

Street,

Main

Chestnuts, Filberts, English Wal
nuts, Pecans, Castanas, Shell
harks, Virginia and African
Peanuts, Hew Figs, Valencia Layer and Muscatel Raisins, Lemor 3 & Oranges,

I'iip'T U!;i|*|>iiia Paper. PapT hag’s

11as j11>r. r«reived a splendid new <tork of all tin; »
\ urietie> of Goods in ! i- line, and will he liuppv
j W
hi show eii.- "Olliers tin M.W ST Y I,i>.
QT A L- !
Ill In- :illd ri!K l>.
or
i
llLe‘All goods warranted a- reeommon led.

Fancy

" <■

Stanwood

sc!,- I.m])ir*-. K\an. Boston .sargent S.
Day, Mid arland New 'i ork Laura Messer. Dregon.
("narlc.-toti.
2". Sell* r..niuvtieut. Dodge-, I -1
ro
I* M B.muie. Barge**, < arvor
Harbor.
>ch I.incline. Stanwood. Kll-worth
I

!*•.

-i

i:r.

not

N«vo.

Sell

barb

(

ttiid fniiir,'

SHIP CHANDLERY.

hich will be sold, Wholesale
Retail, at pricss that will

HARDWARE!

DEFY COMPETITION.

DE1TTISTE7!

CROCKERY,

COME <1 SEE FOR YOURSELF.

DR. Q-. P. LOMBARD.

Painty Oils ;hhI \amulips!

Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.

New Stock of Fine Single and
Double, Breech & Muzzle Load-

May '(ill he found at the old Maud of
Moore, corner of Church and
Spring Streets. IJ a- ail tin latest
Dr.

impr.' .ed
cluding

iu-trumeiit< for opt ratio- upon te<-th. in-

MORRISON S

ing Shot Guns, Rifles, Revolvers,Cartridges,Powder Flasks.
Shot Pouches, Game Bags, Gun
Highest
Wads, Wad Cutters, Log Col- Hay and
lars, Knives, Sporting & Blast- Produce,
ing Powder. Shot & Caps,

DENTAL ENGINE :

hy

which the prove-.* isp-ndcr-d much le-s pa in fa!
and tedious than hy the old methods,
feeth in-*: tied in Rubber or
Muloid Base as person'' pcf -.
lie has the country right for the u< of

Improved Dental
given

Plates.
taking and in-• 11 mg

»«.

tlH»

in tills harbor, ha- been

mw«

d into

on the
New < astle*

damaged and h**r cargo of lumber mostly lost.

rocks

had!;

BosIun. Nov jo, scbi- Walter Tohnan <>; i; *cklatul was damaged in Vineyard Sound to-day in
low of a schooner bound west,
she had lost" her
bow'p: it and foremast and her bow was badly stove.

-<►

AND PAT THINS

before offered ill
He Mail"!:

you

de-d.trn-* for

Fishing

never

can

Prices not to be
itir’PLEASE 1 \I.I. .i

Competed
■

With.
nppo-iie

.Main street,

-•

CARTERS

Purr

CHOICE STYLES!
'«>!••.-f

Pay Tour Taxes
*'!

mill
n
co«:
.\
pay your faxes lor
and .save the discount.
1 will be ut the
Office, over the -tore nf'oakt- Angler,
every afternoon in December, (Sundays excepted
bet u <■)] and
lock, of each dav.
DANir.L L PI 1« ii II’,
llelfajd N'i.
Collector‘d' Taxe-.
1'
IT*
\RSr-s,.r

••

Toilet Goods!
.IUST

R ivWF.I Y Ml ).

Soap

Ml'

1

You will alwa\- tind (•
in a lir-l chi’-•* Sal"**,,
-I -lyrv
Helfa-t, D.

>

Ch

J
n
H
M<

0
°

II. MOODY’S

m

compounded.

off AT COST.

SITfVIV1 X<; I'VIHM'.l! nr
II. .loan.-on x r<i.,
now offer\T < o."T,
ii)>
wi.-hing
at Ilayford block for :t fe.v week?*, tlmii * min Mock
in trade at retail—eous-'stinir ol
Ghoice [.on of
MI LIMNERV, DII!.>S TRIMMINGS mid E\X» \
GOODS, ALL NKW. including Hat- <i ilu 'atp.st
styles, Dimmed to order. Ami a Liberal discount
will be made to the l r ub
(all and Sec nnr Stock before jiurch.i -ini'
where.
Ml"- M\R'i 1 NCKsliV
Off. -‘'111.
If.
.•

Stick ud

Fancy

Candies!

M:iIIII(:i’'1151'IM! ;■[ Mi l [IKJ.I/S
Wholpsalo 1 ratio.

by
i:. tail

fnr

that there

;illl;

A

E

liolfast. Maine.

Ml

!:

CTOBS.

i- the best remedy in the world l«*r tin following
complaints, viz. Cramps iu the Limbs ami Stomach, Pain in the Stomach, Bowels, or Side, Rhcmnut i in in all its forms, Billions folic, Neuralgia, Cholera, Dysentery, Colds, Fresh Wounds, Burn-. >ore
I'liroat*, Spinal Complaints, Sprains and Bruises,

For Internal and External use.
not only to relieve the patient, but
It
tin*
removes
cause of the complaint.
entirely
the whole system, restoring
penetrates and pervades
Healths action to all its part-, and quickening the
blood.
(

hills and Fever.
Ii- operation is

The
Household
PANACEA
Vegetable and all Healing.

'5

©

e**

_

2

f- HQ

H

CL I IS & lilioW N
No.gr, Fulton Street. New York.

For sale b

Thirty

all

druggists.

Years’

lylsp

Experience

of

Old

an

Nurse.
Mrs. Winslow’sS

Soothing Syrup

is

the

the best Female Pliysi
of
chuis and Nurses iu the United States, and has been
used for thirty years with never failing safety and
success by millions of mothers and children, from
the feeble infant of one week old to the adult. It
correct acidity of the stomach, relieves wind colic,
regulates the bowels, and gives rest, health and com
fort to mother and child. We believe it to be the
Best and Surest Remedy in the World, in all cases of
DYSENTERY and 1)1 ARRIOLA IN CHILDREN,
whether it arises from Teething or from any other
Full directions for using will accompany each
cause.
None Centime unless the facsimile of
buttle.
( I R I IS &
PERKINS is on the outside wrapper.
1\ lsp
Sold by all Medicine dealers.

prescription

£
S
CO

©

&

e*

nVi- i'.ir

;

•-

ii \' .11

Chairs. Tables

W

nil

\

1*1

| I

'lie k

Merchants & Manufacturers
shipments to their
destination by using
II C iv l« (SOU’S

IPATENT SHIPPING TAGS!
_Ji)\er Two Hundred Millions have been
used within the past ten years, without complaint of
loss by fag becoming detached. All Express Co'.s
__

use

iJiul”sp

them.

Sold

by Printers &. Stationers everywhere.
A

BOOK FOR

EVERY MAN.

THE “MTENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF PRES
LEV ATION,” a Medical'treatise on the Cause and
Cure of Exhausted Vitality Premature Decline in
Mali, Nervous and Physical Debility, Hypochondria,

Impotence, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness,
and all other diseases arising from the errors of
youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature

years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
by this work the true way
It is the cheapest and
to health and happiness.
best medical work ever published, and the only one
190th edition,
on this class of ills worth reading.
revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautimail,
ful French cloth. Price only ski. Sent
post paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY
MEPICAL INSTITUTE, No. t Bulfmch street,
Boston, Mass., or Dr.. W. JJ. PARKER, Assistant
on
Physician. N. B- The author may he consulted
tin* above as well a*8 all disease* requiring skill and

>i

Chestnut

Millinery Goods

CATARRH!

nit'll

\\

CATARRH!
Behold It

It Is.

as

and Fine,

Ever Brought to this Town.
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MATTRESSES.

('ii

BELFAST

Phoenix Row,

FOUNDRY CO.

i\ dll).
<tetober

Belfast.

1-.

FALL

MEW

(iniiTtil Koiintlry & Machinists
WINTER
ture

aur one suffering: from this nasty
fool disease look at tlie ahot e picof his nasal organs,
i short trial

of the

remedy,

R/EDER’S
will

GERMAN

SNUFF

convince you of its wonderiiil
merit in curing' this vile disorder
in
fact you will he cured, and then, and nor

Manager of this establishment aniiouiue- to
rust oiiiers a in 1 the public that since the life he

it'

ha- leased and lifted up tin* Wilder I-'oundrv. at
lie
Head of tin fide. Kelfu-r, and i- supplwug it with
IManer-',
superior tools of t-verv d«-s«-ripiii»n. I.atlu
&e.. and is

will yon look lake the follow-

to Fill all Orders

Prepared

soon

ing

with

prompt lies* and

to

turn

II KM

out

ri.\s>

WlllIK.
Mr. Abbott, Mr. ( base, and all the well known
supervisors and workmen of the e-tabli-hment, will
be found at the new place, ready t<» wait upon cteMiners.

Manager'.- offiee

m

lMteni\

!M>,

1.

•»\

W bite’s store.
We

are prepared to doji** saw in- and wood turning, in any amount and style. Having jn>t put on I
sonu new aud expends e tools for the
purpose, w.
can now execute iron planing m \'i> inches, and turn
Pi
to
feet
shafting up
lengths.

of this emirt, next to be holdeu at Helfast, with
in and for tin County ol Waldo, on the first Tuesday
of January, A. D. 1*.*-!, that the* may then and there
appear and show cause, if any they have why Depraver of the petitioners should not be granted.
Attest— W. C. Fill L, < lerk.
( opy of
petition and order thereon.
\v.i,fi:d:.
.\tte-:

Orders left
l‘ie

at the office over (o-o. |*. W hite'-,
i\ Kow, will meet with prompt attention.
"

•MA<

I'd fa

Commissioner’s Notice.
THE SUBSCRIBER*.
appoint
receive
WE d by the Hon. .ludge ofha\inghe*n
Probate,
and examine the claims of creditors to the estate of

GOODS!

I'll1

Let
anti

term

<

-t.

"

<

VIlllo f

sept.

AS 1 |J.

Manager
superintendent.

I’resiUfUt &

f, Sec'v
\

tl Ig

I h.r.

<•

ju-t ••turned from

NEW YORK & BOSTON
tn.-U «-v. :• !•.
with tin- n»o-i varied and xtensiv.
fore offered in the «*iry of Bella-*;,
'<>n*-i-tiug m
part of Ml 1.1.1 N FK Y I.AIHI .**' HA l > in straw aud
velvet, MlSSKv S<H«m*|. I!\l* FKATH F.K>
FLo'A I.KS and KIBB« >N>
>A>H KIBBoN's u
all style- and qualities.
>Idl'FF.K FATTF.BN*
ct-. up.
from
Now i- the time t<» make youselections for ( hrisuua-. Also Ottoman and I on.
Back 1‘attern-.
>

WORbTEDS
in all -hades by the ounce or lb
HI .MAN l(All!
n v
SWlTl III'.S. II AIK |; A I s. and
de-exiptioi.
children- Mitten-, (doves.
Head Press <;tjod-.
Hosiery, Hoop Skirts. Shirt Bosom-, travelling
Basket and Baar-. and in the: all tin* novelties of th«season.
M> cu-t.un. r> and li lends are ordially in
vited t<» walk right in -<■•• tin- goods find barn the
pri.1'--. Buv if you chno.-e and be happ-

Yours

Respectfully.
B. f. WELLS.

MACE & HURD

Manufacturers of aud Whole d<
and Fanev

P« ah

r-

n

Fla.,

FOREIGN
FRUITS
CIGARS, WRAPPING
PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR &. MOLAS
CORN
SES CORN CAKES,

CONFECTIONERY,
TOBACCO AND

•aavnfts as non moj,sqo

to

Charles Turner, late of Prospect, deceased, represented insolvent, do hereby gi\ »• notice that six
are allowed to said creditors to bring in
I months
their claims; and that we shall attend that service at
the residence of the late Charles Turner, in Prospect,
on the last
Saturdays of December and April next,
at ten o’clock A. Ml, of each of said days, at which
times creditors can be present and prove their

CANDY, COCOANUTS,&C.

>10019 OVJOdAVH
Ho**

s^reat

the

tit.

RyEDER’S

NOTICE

by

which will
hundreds of

its

GERMAN
u-u*

PI?!' \ I

N

I

SNUFF

disease nnd

Oo not tuke au.v oilier
preparation,hut
lure to obtain the above.
Price .IS

I

For

xale

bj
VtUOIIV, Corner vtain
Kelfaai

It It'll Alt U

Kig-h

1C,

ntreetc

tim'.'u

.SIAVO:

H ‘O

peAtoao'a -jsuf

Main and Cross Sis,. Belfast.

to inform their friends and the public
generally that they are now prepared t<» wait upon
them at short notice. Aid. <>BP1 Ks ll\ MAIL
F1B‘MF Id.Y ATTKN PF.P T« •
I 1.. MACK.
A. A. IIHU)
tfll

Beg leave

LADIES & MISSES’

save

dollars.

lie

cent*.

uorucr of

change: hot* improved

jour nasal organs have become.
Remember that as a Preveotative jou
must always have a Bov of

AMOS B. TREAT,
l,
EDWARD PAR'TRIPLE, i
Belfast, Nov. ‘1, is;:!.
IS HEREBY LIVEN, That the Directors of the Bangor and Calais Shore l.ine Rail
road Company will petition the coming Legislature
for permission to build a railroad bridge, over the
Penobscot river, to connect with any railroad on the
west side of the same, at some place between the
south line of Verona and the north line of the town
of Bucksport.
r. W. MOOR]'.. pre*t.
Cherryfleld. Nov. lnth. Is; *.

'U-.

AML)

till then,

see

ni

e\-

|>irvirt-in<_

JuIINMtN

ii. ii.

<:i’ | ;iml

:r«

Ht !ia-t. »Vr.

)
ContT,
Term, 187:’.. \
On the
foregoing petition. Ordered, 1 hat notice of
tin pendency thereof be given to all parties con
cerned by serving an attested copy of said petition
with this order tlu-reon, upon the clerks of the towns
of Liberty and Montville, and by publishing the same
in the Republican Journal, a public newspaper published in -aid County, said publication anil each of
the other notices to be at least thirty days before the

they

EXAGGERATION!

NO

SELLING AT LOW PRICES,

/ »/■/ fi'st.

the same may be
appointed by your
honors, and that your honors will appoint CoiuniC*doners to run -aid lines and to ascertain and determine the line or lines in dispute, and describe the
same by courses and distances, and mention in their
returns suitable monument* or marks for the per
munent establishment of such lines.
1 kited at Montville, this tenth (la* of November A.
Ik.
I. If THOMPSON,
> Selectmen
C. P ( AUTFK,
of
;
MADISON WHITTKN. > Monnillo.

claims if

unu

Chamber Setts.
Black Walnut,

FIELD & MATHEWS,

<1,u*

.will best in sun1 their

:1

...

BOSTON

K

tfu.i.x i:i-:.*rksf.nt tin-Mib-niber-.

Sf

\

II V

MILLINER Parlor Setts,
Sofas, Lounges,
<’\ j:i: 11 ir\ m n:< *m

OUR

"<
rm

m

0

-*

i

1

—

=

J

FALL & WTO GOODS!

S
“i

r

IS A I

3

^

1

.'-electmen of the town of Montville. in .-aid
County of Waldo, that on tie- tweney.fifth day ot
Soj)tejjit,ei. last oast, |iuw ant to •• notice previousl)
given.they met tin- .-electnu u oi the town ot Liber:*’,
in -aid County, for the purp »s«* of perambulating the
lines between said town.' and renewing the marks
and bounds thereon, but that a controversy exists
between said purtie- in relie ving and establishing
the lines and bounds of -aid towns; wherefore your

WALDO,--.

MAINE.

FURNITURE!

r*“;

til**

petitioners pray your honor- that
purely run
t»v commissioners to be

is

bv

Prepared

Ri-:spk<

S. Grant

THE PLACE TO E(JY

.Sf/tf'itr
<

Nickerson,

SEARSFORT.

Ml'l ( IIKI.I/S.

/'» lJ>‘ l /'■• >i<’ i' dt/r ,J •1st if rtf ,,j tin
.linin'i'll t'liiift, inn1' In s-ssn>n
ili O nd tor tin ('in'idij ■>>' W’lildn

J

hi. H. Grant.

and

Family Liniment

examine lot

money saved

is

F. A. FOFLFTTS,

the Wholesale
;v,

forget

!>y pur, hasing your Goods at

rr~

g ©
p?J [#ij

0

01

.L\<

or

7

? CQ

KSO.V,
lai.c firm of Mis. Lb
MI"-tliot«► cb>si
bti'.iness

DATES

~

5,i

ttJ

SE-LTnG

call and

us ;<

yourselves

^

H £

H

.-uivinllv

ns

Give

r°%
ac
Msaai

MM
p

lor

'amine before

preseriptii

\ ‘. I

| S 3^F£ « o-^
S’ll N’l? & 5*5
* » ‘Sf? HJ 2*
H 0

Cor. Main and High Streets.
Wim lm also :t large assortment el

£3pPliv.-ichni-'

\

rt(X)

*

SPONGES, &C.,

<

hand.

ALL ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO

i

'hat
i:

in:-

m

o
vm i;

SUPPORTERS,
\erv cheap

as

the lowest.

I

PURE DRUGS
and CHEMICALS.
FANCY GOODS,
CHOICE CICARS.

which he oilers
Please call and
pnrehing elsewhcii

•1

•'

kept

Patent Medicine

TRUSSES and

.i/./ !

<

_

All ni
cash.

Vinegar.'
on

as

We have recently
received
another cargo of Corn and Oats
per Sclir, G. M. Partridge and
are selling
same
very low for
cash.
Call early and get your
winter supply.

old
he

Do not

WM. O. POOR & SON.

K.

lull and line stock
for

a

•! !<

..

OPERA PEARLINE, &c.
m inn

2

rved in evrn v-t vie and at a! time*
\:
dl.Al.S
\ lai cAT \LL Hoi US.
-1«..k of <
i .ii« nof every description, < ’igar- ,md Tuh.ea-.. .da
.»n
hand.
#fi*C\NXED FUflT- and .1 I.I.I.IIm
-»

Lily Whit©!

Tin: i*i.Ati:

•-

OYSTERS

iyrt/iv:

COMn.LXION.

tor

Country

NEW CIDER EVERY DAY !
A. h\ ( AIM I. It fe-peei fully ini.-rm* hi* mine
friends and customers that In- itill at Cm
s,i!l ahv:
stand, CITY SALOON wher* :
to
welcome
all.
ready

Oatmeal Soap :
Aromatic Vegetable Soap !
White Mountain Boug

Aider

Constantly

*v.rly wliilo uur Stock is full.
WM. O. POOR & SON.

1,1

low

Good Family Flour and firstclass Groceries, Fresh Roasted
Java and Rio Coffee, to be
ground to order.

HIRAM CHASE.

GREAT VARIETY!

,*

find a
Tackle, Bamboo Rods,

&c., &c.
will l.« sold in lull >etts or>iugle piect : also UELL.-*.
KNIVES. l'OK|\>. d’oiiNS, LADLES. KINDS
iNc., in all tlie varieties of pattern- and double extra
plan- on PIKE Mi KEL STOCK. -YA U Li ANTED.

paid

city where that we have bought low
good variety of cash and shall sell for cash

in the

Only place

this market, jn.-i received from
STYLES
in lnrjjc varieties of I»«-.tt»?itill

Hirers

DIARIES! DIARIES'!!

H

We have

SPLENDID NEW STOCK !

American Non

4

cash :nicc
all kinds <d

Rich Silver Ware! Cheap for Cash!

rpion. of

Kli-worth. alter getting ashore twice

CO

Family Groceries,

Country Produce

s.Vll.KD.
N*e,

&

.sell*

The Household Panacea,

j

find ihe

cau

HUGEST UNO BEST STOCK

White Loaf Bread

Dr. Folsom's

l.ivolta. Whitman. Buck sport.
lladdie, Ryder. < arvor Ilarbor; Kineliue,
KlKwortli; North Tape, I... n. a -».
Ban

Huy Pvcrvtiiine-.

I

Particular nth id :',n
artificial teeth.

BELFAST.

TNTo. BO, IvTain Street.

uts a
l»ox
and all the
|..

'A'i'ltf' lo iiifurii hi~ lit' ad- and
customers that Ik -till continue-to manufm
ture and sell at wholesale and retail Crackers. Pilot.
Ship and Soda Bread. O' ter Cracker Pie- rakeand Cdngerhrcad.
ififAs a new feature 1 will hake

v

L>IKJ >.

ITew Goods!

AT

o

-*

RIGGS’

I.Vv W. I., Drown. Mr.
Marx
D< i.lman. both

In this ci v. A..,. r.,i. bv I;
\Y. j.. Drown. Mr
I red I rim ol Dockland, and Mirs < aroline Fur-ten
berg of Bella?!.
In Dowell, Mu
N.e, r.th. Mi. Percival P. Bur
bank- of Dowel! Mu
;:i ; M;
| del in
indie ot
.No. Sedgwick.
In liockpon, net. in, Mr. ( Inn.
and M
Xaucie Barren, both of B.
In Hope, Nov lsth, .Mr.
Joseph ! Wih valid Miss
Belle A\ I’nrh ten. both of II.
In \\ arr.-a, N>
IT, Mr Blo.jmiiehH ahh-nvoodot
Viimllud en. amt Mi-\ i:nJ--. laughter «,j
Minor
I’oluiavi
,tJ" of Warren.
D. <»onIdsboro, ! Alii in-t.. AD. John AT P.laisdcll
-u Sullivan, and Mi.f-unie In I'arrit of c
In »rhm 1,
ith m
Mr John N. Higgins and
\P-- Aiic* \ Dowd* n. 11irL» iust., Air. Win. 1*. Don
deii a led Miss Mary T. \ uruhiim. all ot inland.
1Dockland. Nov. ]-:h. Air. William J-.. \dual and
Mi--> lola Wilev ot Dockland.
In Boston, l«th ic
i.v ll.-v. 1
i
1 Jul<. Diehard
l:* uery. INq., of *a:i Francisco, Cal., and Anna AD
Johnson, daughter rf F.\ Com. < io-b\ of tills city.
In >
Mont ill*-, Nov. lii. h\ Jfi-v. Mr. KnowPon,
] rancis Oi'lando
Keating *<! Appleion, and Miss Caro
1.1 la Knowlton of Montvilie.
In .Senr.smont. Nov. g>d o\ K. Iinrgess.
Ksq.. Air.
oril M
l-’lereher
I lee .In- ': i,. ;ii.d Mi" I aev
A. Biuk of Nt-ar-mont

>

At <

iw————u——i___

\.

EMPORIUM!

NIC 1

MA KRIEI).
*

ITew Firm!

::

■

invalid,

an

E»gN>—

FURNISHING GOODS

Men and fuller- who sillier from Nervous Debility,
^
m >1 p etc.,
.-uppi) ing tin- mean iif
-elt rule.
Writti a by one who eured himself after
crm.-id«
ruble quackery, and sen'
<
undergoing
reviving a p"-:: j id directed eir elopi
mi Hen ris
it«•-1 t.» address the anther
N A I H ANII.D MAY 1 AID.
Box l.V;. Brooklyn, >, A

Complaints,

PILIN have been recorded
during lie- past live year bv AN AKKSIS, the
lia]>pie-t iliseovery iii medieitie ever made. No
disease b more painful and vexatious than
i’ll.IN. and lotions,ointments, and quack no>truins always make them worse.
AXAKK.-IS
i- an infallible, publics-, simple permanent cure,
act- a- a botigee poultice and medicine. The relief from pain is instantaneous and the cure certain. All Doctors recommend it. Price $L.00.
Sent free l>\ mail on receipt >f price. Anake-iD pd. It! Walker -t.. New A' »rk
cures

A

Mk-mx. Tkkuy D.\vis & Son. Trov. U. 1.
Cents —Although a stranger to you i am not to
your invaluable medicine. Tain-Killer. I formed its
acquaintance in 1*47 and I am on most intimate
terms with it still; my experience in it* use confirms
my belief that There is no medicine enual to TainSonKiller for tin* cure of Summer
Throat, Croup, liruises and Cut.-. I have used it in
all and found a speedv cure in every case.
1. ,J. CAKDINEK. M. D.
Yours Truly,

dis-

\\ e eainn t |»e too eareful how we plav with
tii- Knglish language.
One day this week a
married lad, of that city, while admiring the
fall- from Warburton avenue bridge, remarked.
"Isn't that dam nice ?'
20,tM.it)

in

FOLiI.KTT'S

'VOOl.I.V ihm;|is

Ai'O rrimmiu"-* to eorre-pond. which arh*. i
manufactured to order he ii. .~t
a-, orkmen
low prices as the times will a Herd.
< l
ITIM.; attemlcil to in all it
-• If.
1 have also a tine assort:m nt

warning and for the benefit ol Young

a- a

Spanish

Davis'
year* Ten
most useful family
we know nothing

tie- mo-t

Till < v> 11« -tiitll Settled Iho.-e eminent men.
.Ja- < lark, Physician t•» (Jueen Victoria.
hr. Hughe- Bennett, say that consumption
In cured.
hr. Wi-tar knew thi- when lie
covered hi- now widely-known Balsam
WLi.l> Ciir.Ki: v. and expcnVne. ha- proved
eorreotne-s of iiis opinion.

<»!

an assortment

usually found

urailes.

KTI< si. DTP »WN, Proprietors.
No. .‘1,‘> Fulton Street, New York.
>oim
Dniggin and Chemist-, and dialer.- in
^'•dien,.-. at 1
rvn Fivj. <
m
\ P...\.
\ Up

NOTICES.

KIND WORDS.

Pills, Portions and Pungencies.

ha-

jroOil

< I

riHI THK

ini:

Call and See

H>

perfectly

I-

BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

Down this way we call Ym crows, and
there i- caws Tor it.

i:

i'*

WOH1IS

vltJtl\ IT).

Toe 1 langur < oinmercial no;ice- the
shooting <4 a raven in Hancock county.

r.«

lu-’.ii'.'

Sid

slid

preparat ions.

12 Samples by mail, fi(» et*.,retail quick for S10.
1;. I,. Wnl.t’bTT. 1*1 f'hathnin S<|.. N. V.
I v 20

1 »i tu.sOn I’uTAToe- A Washington special .-ays that "it is known that an attempt
will be made to suspend the operation ol
tlic tariff as to the duties of fifteen cents
per bushel on potatoes, so that potatoes
may be imported from the < anadas and
P.ermudas during the winter to relieve the
neci s-ities of lie- poor.
I he petitioners
will state that in some parts of this country
potatoe- arc worth more per bushel than
wheat.'

V

Pr-le

bu»»m vs vdumii fci; < omims
\\ ill
destroy Worm- with out injury to the child. 1m-mg
WUITD, and fn < from all coloring o1
other injurious ingredients u-uullv used in worm

lamene-- which

-alt rheum, earache. Ac..upon the human frame,
and of-trains, spavin, galls. &c.. upon animalin one year than have all other pretended remedies -im the world began. They are counterirritant', all-healing pain relievers. Cripple*
walk,
throw a\va\ their crutches, the lam
ooi-onous bites are rendered harmle-- and the
wounded are healed without a soar. 'Hie neip.- i- publi-hei! : round each bottle. Th •> -ell
as no article- t ver before -old, and thc\ sell 1 »<*cause they do just what they pretend i.o do.
Those who now -ufler from rheumatism. pain
or -w* iling de-ervo to sutler if the\ will not use
• Vntanr Liniment, white
wrapper. Mon* than
!non ej’l ilioat e- of remarkable cures, including
frozen limbs. chronic rheumatism, gout, running tumors. Am. have been received. \Y'e w ill
-end a eireular eontaining rrtiti< at. -. »;.. *vgraii-. to an\ on* requesting it. * >!•*■
rij.c. A
bottle of yellow wrapper Centaur Liniment iwortli one hundred dollars for sweenied horseand mules, or for screw-w'orm in sheep, stocko w lie
-—the.se liniment- ate worth your attention.
No family should be. without them.
**\Y» lie wrapper’lor family use;” Ytdlow wrapoh
Sold by all Druggi-t-.
per for animal-.
I
15.
cents per bottle: large I tot ties, $1.00.
Kusi; A Co.,.”.:: Hroadway. New* York.
<

CHILDREN

will not

Thi- ithey will iml cure.
strong language, but it i- trie-.
P':It ‘rp yz
Tin y have produced more cures
of rhoumati-m.
neuralgia, lock-jaw, paDy,
-prains. swellings, caked breasts, scalds, burns,

duce the sounds which characterize them
Perhaps our host insect instrumental performer is the “Katydid." Each wing contain.-a little tambourine, and by the opening and shutting of the wings, these are
rubbed against each ether, and produce
the -omuls of “katy-did—he did." which
can In- heard at such a long distance

Tweed ha- just I.. sen1.30 i'. m
tenced to imprisonment for lg year- ami
to pay a fine of $12,500.
The sentence of the Court occupied half
Tweed received
an hour in the delivery.
it calmly
A hill of exceptions will he pre-i tiled

Monday.

if hi:

Bike's Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute.
\\ hy is a selfish friend like the letter V ? B«
< au-e.
though lie D the first in pitv. h>* i- tie last
in help.

■

>*

<

all

lie chirping and singing of cricket and
gras-liopper are frequently spoken ol Hut
they i1. not sing. They fiddle. 15y rubbing
legs and wings together, eaeii in a manner
peculiar to the species, these insects pro-

:

past two years ••Boss''Tweed
lias been transferring his property to his
U h.
•( the Plicnix House in addition
son, Richard Tweed, anil others, so that
>ther iiifihe now holds no property whatever in
has devoted some of his
this county or Greenwich, Conn.
ci*
the raising of pigs.
He last week
It is, however, the intention of Attor-filtered three porkers whose united weight
General Barlow to proceed against
dres-fd was ISbO pounds.
They were ney
him in a civil suit on the ground that this
year- old and weighed respectively 725.
is not legally his, and consend 515 pounds.
We think Mr. While B property
quently'’he had no right to transfer if.
in The pork business this season.
As some of the property has pn-.-ed
’• •'n»• jm
Wii.uivi s.
Business is not through many hands, such a suit as the
one
in this department.
A tew cargoes have
proposed would give rise to many
■"Utli only, one cargo to Georgetown, complications.
Tweed remained in the sin-riffs office
per sdi. A YV KUis, by Pitcher & Gortill one o’clock this morning, hoping I hat
H m. Pitcher a s»n are
loading the new either
Pratt or

toes tor

//"/'\

national bank-.

■

eh that
While the lamp holds out to burn
Mi* vile-t -inner may return.”

in

ally, -lie will extinguish the worst cough in a
few day,-,
(.’riltenton’s 70th Avenue. ,'-<•01 1»\

ed above four hundred million-. Thi- suggestion is made in view of the supposed
claim that bondholders have that the maximum of legal tender circulation shall not
exceed that sum. It is alleged that an increase of tile
legal leader circulation above
four hundred millions would he an impairment of the contract with the bondholders,
it is believed that the President will recommend that these loans lie made in bank
notes through the instrumentality of the

■

a

Assrsi Nat i i.i:

a
cough or cold,or she ma\ revenge herself
hy gh ing up the contest. Remember that with

Off

through the national hanks, so that the legal tender maximum may not lie increas-

session continued lix da\s.

—

y inert

V- In I- a sheep a iit member foi a ,iockr\
«iub
Because lie is bred on the turf.gambolin In- vouth, assoriau-, with blackleg-, and >
lie. ced at hist.

—

■

»rv

the Fitfnjices.

restoration oft lie currency to the Treasury
in time of easy money market, although
Tie- < hei*sc Factory A--oclalion
Fin Know.
ha.- received it- charter, completed it organi- j the details of itie recommendation are not
di -closed.
It is believed that the
/ation and commenced work on the foundation ! yet fully
rate of interest which will he suggested
for a building which i- i.» hr -ixt\ l-\ thiriv
shall be paid to the government for cursubl'eet and tx\
stories high, Mock liaia ivy that may lie advanced
upon bonded
scribed to the amount of lwent) -even hundred
security -kould he ten per cent which is a
dollar-. The officer- elected are Pre-id.mt. A. rate
that, would compel tin return of tile
d. Billings; Treasurer. K. <«. Thomp-on: >e«-ty, cuvrone and the withdrawal of the bonds
<
olleetor. rharle- Bellows; when
David B. JohiHon:
panic- have ceased. The plan conDirector-, dames i.. I.aw-on, Thi-ha dolm-m. templates giving the government control
II. \\
SN'escott, .1 :• o>>. >cverane--. W illiam of the balance of power on currency, by
m an- of :. rate of interest on loans adWhite.
Dauiel W. i.mdge ha- -old hi- I urn* ;a i.» vanced somevt hat higher than the av crag,
commercial rat"- in the normal condition
parties from Farmington.
i*• n la-n-| oflilKU.cc.
The Teacher- Institute wa- in
I; i- understood that this contemplated
two weeks ago under the direction *.f N.
I. siu of currency will he made in some way
The
Moment.
assisted
the
lb*v.
.Mr.
Luce,
by

..

.i*

on

1

.ding.

wli

President

IN
ushinglon special of 21 outlay say.-.
he President Inis concluded that porc’l ‘lls
message relating to the national liuanees, but
has not yet read it to the
( abinet.
it may be stated on unquestionWm. O. Poor «V Son have a large lot of lanes
and holiday articles, diaries for 1*7!. toilet soap* able authority that he will nut recommend
what has been known during the past lew
Ac. -See their announcement.— Air. Pilcher has
week: as tlie Convertible i.o" llate Bond
a word to say to tax-payer-.
Scheme, and it may also be slated that he
An auction of the Hook Club w ill be held at will not
recommend any measure which
Pot* A Qiiimby's store on tie* afternoon of Fri- will tend to
case the stringency outlie
Mem- market,
day Nov. *J*th,at half pa*t two o’clock.
except such a measure as will
ber* arc especially requc:;l‘M to b present, a>
completely prevent the possibility of the
the club l’or the enduing year will tie u be made further iniiation ol' the legal tender circuHook- on lation
It is safe to say that any measure
up, and other business transacted.
exhibition at place of sale today and tomorrow. which ilie President may recommend "ill
be one which will contain such restrictions
A cry less person* who have ocea-ion to
prothat whenever the .stringency in the money
cure insurance an* assure of tie- fact that
poli- market is relieved, the
currency issued by
ces in companies located out of tin* -late are of
the government will of necessity and in
no protection to them, miles- the
companies accordance with the laws ,>f trade return
have boon licenced by thi- state.
Legal decis- to the Treasury
ions have declared such unlie. list'd police- to be
1 Ins pan only be accomplished by makvoid, and insurers should be careful. < ox A
ing tin; rate of interest upon the currency
Field have a full li-t of the < ompanies iicen-ed thus advanced so great that the public
could not afford to borrow 11 of the govin Maine.
ernment at times when the money market
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-rvere-t ever known so carK in the -ea-on.and
a measure a- this that so
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to
than
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dauunry rather
age rate of commercial interest for money
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in thh country is at eight per cent, per
continued to a late hour at night, during which annum, my convertible bond scheme at a
litnc a fo -t of dry snow fell, and was consider- low rale ..f interest would inevitably reably drifted by the north-east wind. The sult in permanent inflation, for the reason
Maine < entral train due :d Bnrnharn at -iv that those who had deposithd the low rate
o'clock, did not arrive there until ii «.V!o k m bonds ti.r currency would never restore
the currency to the Treasury so long as
the morning, but tin train :hencc to thi- came
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the
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about
usual
through
of intPiv-t tor their currency than they
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Boston,
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could derive from the deposited bonds.
thi- city all night, and the Biehmond. for Port'Those who should know state that the
land, made a harbor somewhere below fori lie President" recommendation will he based
night. The storm pr<-\ailed ad over New ling- ii)ion a principle which will compel the

rnoviDEXCE, Nov, 21. A tragedy of
love and murder lias excited this <• it\ tot
u«l
mils! not conclude that we are
night. About S o'clock a German named
h< .iii-c t be street door of the oflice is
Fritz Focliter, about twenty-live years old,
a fresco painter, went to the saloon of
A >pnnsr shuts the door t«» keep out .1.
•st only.
Henry Stetllein, on High street, in company with a German girl of sixteen, named
•i
in id ay .iur city w.,-. pervaded
by a reMary Hose. They entered a stall, called
•’ d Den. sickles had been killed at Madfor refreshments, and seemed to tie in the
! !i
war lVvci ran high
and volunteers best of
spirits, laughing and talking in ; n
*:
numerous.
agreeable social manner. They attracted
no parlkulai attention, and alter their
ha- now in operation six churches.
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shop- and u very stringent proliib- wants had been supplied tin proprietor
‘.i'piv.*r law witli a .-sheriff to specially cn- the saloon took no further notice of them.
e the latter.
Suddenly the report of a pistol wa- hoard,
followed by another report, and
closely
t maths
iigo there was but one boild- when tiiose in the
place rushed to the stall
bat is now Bay View street. At preswhere the couple were, they found that
»■'
are sixteen dwelling houses tip or in
l’oehler had shot Mary and that she wa-even
ce>s of building.
then a corpse, having apparently died
l’oehler rushed into the
.1
!'iir«Miuetor> lecture on the -object of almost, instantly,
saloon and ipiioklv attempted to take his
idi-iu, next Sunday evening, >lr. I tter will
lie then
own life, tiring twice at himsell
li
dint ot the curious doctrine of the
hack yard, fell, jumped
ran into the
»:
umj -vehe-i- or Transmigration of souD.
up. screamed loudly and tried to get
k-ijii!!)- •! tb. eiiv liiui a great demand away, but was secured by a policeman
and taken to the Hliodi Island Hospital.
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A! DumonN shop, last
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probable prove fatal. The murdered girl
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taker.
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Conviction and Sentence of Tweed.
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some rite
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The clerk was very
for the present.”
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few days with some fifteen or twenty
for
pounds Sarah and the professor were not
the only ones who laughed over the incident.
He never called for the three or
; >ur bushels afterward.
1: the professor and liis wife are still
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and It’ they see this brief sketch of their
early live they will pardon the writer.
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GifTEmterprSe
only

Five and Ten Years Credit Given with Interest at Six per Cent.

.A.gents I'W'anted.

L. D. SINE’S TWENTIETH

Efeorge W. Burkett & Bo. Giand
ARE RECEIVING

have determined

REDUCE

to

FRESH & DESIRABLE GOODS

K VERY

2500

THE FLORENCE

Florence, Mass., Nov. 1,’."3.

Si.

Agents Wanted

We have been enabled to secure a
large assortment of Dry
and Fancy Goods in JOB LOTS,
so that
Country Traders can secure as
good bargains of us as in
Boston or New
York,—especially
in Cottons, Prints, Crashes and
Flannels.

We would say to the retail
trade that we have made a Large
Reduction on all goods in Stock,
and goods just arrived we are selling at a SMALLER MARGIN
of PROFIT than ever.

We present as usual
brated brand of

.mr

cele-

Candy

Office

Beaver

Mohairs 1

Unsurpassed for Brilliancy
Quality,

of

Lustre and

(Ip Stairs,)

Attorney

at Law!

■

OWEN

G. WHITE

To each
Pattern we

of a Dress
of our

purchaser

give

one

PEERLESS DOMESTIC PAPER PATTERNS
♦»^

FELT SKIRTS
That

were

selling

for

$2.50

now

retailing for $2.00,

—

Physician'Surgeon

......

NEW PATTERNS!

l l, SUPER PHOSPriATE!

WATERPROOFS!
That

selling for $1.50

were

$1.25.

retailing
Charge or a Paper
to each purchaser.
at

now

Cut Free of
Pattern given

H1WLS!
splendid stock of these goods
have just been received, and as
A

there has been a break in the
prices of them we have secured
a large lot just in time.

FLAlTXTEZiS.
Every grade in stock at REDUCED PRICES,
Shirt Flannels that were selling for 50c now
retailing for 40c. Flannels that
were sold for 17c now
selling for
12 l-2c.

STORE!

FACTORY

New Firm.

Box

Lb.

of Probate for the County

coughs, colds,

Fpon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all poisons interested by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order there
on, to be published three weeks successively iu the
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court i«> be held at the

Probate Office iu Beh'a-t. aforesaid, ou the second
luesday of December next, at ten o’clock in tlu fore
noon, and shew cause, if auy they lm\e, why the
same should not be granted.
ASA HD RHOLGH Judge.
A true copy. Attest
B p. Field, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Bellast, within ami for
the County of Waldo, ou the second
Tuesday of
November, A. D., Ib7:t.
LI A <'IT KN KB, Administratrix of tin- estate
of Charles 1'urner, late of .v.orkton, in .said
County ot \\ aldo, deceased, having presented her
first account of administration on said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That the said Admx.giv. noticeto all per
sons interested by
causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively In the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that thev mav
uopear
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and
for said County, on the second Tuesday ot December
next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause if any thev haw-, whv the same should not be
allow ed.
ASA TIIUKLOUGIL Judge.
A true cop\
Attest
B. P. Field, Register.
—

Court held at Belfast, within auditor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. D., 1*5.3.
OYLVANTS T. EDGECOMB. immed executor in
O a certain instrument purporting to be the last
Probate

GENTS’ FLANNEL
For Underwear.
A large assortment on hand Selling Cheap, and
the (ients would do well to examine our prices before purchasing elsewhere.

;:‘l kinds

ni

Cheap!
than
be

Very Cheap! Cheaper
Cheaper than they can

ever.

bought

elsewhere.

Remnant Prints
Constantly

hand.

FEATHERS!

at
on

Bellast, within and for

HARRIM \N.

the second Tuesday of
Widow

of

Dearborn

I ministration ou said estate may be granted to Albert
Harriman. of said Prospect.
Ordered, That the said Susan P. give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three week successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within aud for said Countv, on the second Tuesday of
December next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the praver of
said petition should not be granted.
ASA THURLOUGIl, Judge.
A true copy. Attest -It. P. Field. Register.
Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of A\ aldo. on the second Tuesday ol
November, A. 1) is?;i.
A' 18 W PENDLETON, named Executor in a
certain instrument purporting to be the lust
will and testament of William H. Conner, late of
Belfast, in said ( minty of Waldo, deceased, having
presented said will for Probate.
( n-dered. 1 hat the said Pendleton
give notice to all
persons interested by musing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively iu the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they nmv appear ur u Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, w ithin
anil for said t ouutv, on the second
ol l>eTuesday
cembi next, ai ten of the clock before noon, and
show -ause, if any they have, w hy the same should
not be proved, approved and allowed.
ASA Till'RLOl'CU, Judge.
A true c< p>
Attest —B. P. Field, Register.
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all orchestral; lu fact nil iu-trumei.i. ui common
use, Violin and Guitar .Strings, an 1 all v{:;-i* :*• Mei
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House.,
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u lost

polish.

subscriber

G. W. BURKETT & CO..

trust of Administrator,
of the estate of
Mannah IL Flye, late of
Freedom,
in the County of
aldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore
requests
perwho
are
indebted to said deceased’s estate to
sons
make immediate payment, and those who have
any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settle
ment to him.
UF.ORGE H FLYE.
»
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$1,500,000

IU: DISTRIBUTED AS FOf I.uVt'?
LIST OF GIFTS:
ONE GRAM) CASH GIFT.
WILL

ONE GRAND CASH G1F1.
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT,
ONE GRAND CASH GIFT,'
ON E G It A ND CASH GIFT,
lo CASH GIFTS .*U\Ouo .i-.h
-M» CASH GIFTS
6,000 each,
60 CASH GIFTS
1,000 each.
SO CASH GIFTS
6(«j each.
100 CASH GIFTS
Kxj «.■ :t 11,
160 CASH CilF T'
:>o each.
'GO CASH GIF'Ts
..Hi iHili
■TG CASH GIT TS
each.
60 each.
11,000 CASH GIFTS
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Boslon Pure While Lead,

Original Coler. J is operation
If cures diiu'hutf, iioal- all humor- und keep-, the
scalp c. m'»I -le;m and -oft-uudm which »<-a-111 ions,
disea.-.. of the scalp are impos-ibl*

Dry and Ground in Oil.
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Dnit-d Mat.
Prance, and other foreign ••uiuiie-. < aveats, >|>e.
ideation*, Assignments, and* all papers for Patent**
execute!
u reasonable term?, with despatch
lie
searches made to determine the validity and utility
of Patents, of Invention-, and legal and other u.l
vice rendered in all matters touching tho sum**
Copies of the claims of any patent furnished bv r»*
mltting one dollar. V-dgnmculs n■ rded in Wudi
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The Peruvian Syrup, a Protected Solution of the Protoxide of
Iron, is so combined as to have
the character of an aliment, as
easily digested and assimilated
with the blood as the simplest

Vitalizing

FISHER ME HI

the System.

The

en-

repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and tearing nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the. tvotldcrftil success of this remedy in,
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhoea, Boils, Nervous Affections,
Chills
aiul Fevers, Humors,
Loss of Constitutional

Vigor,

ingtou.
No Agency in the United Stat« ; -••--♦•* super;,
facility for obtaining Patents
a-.-ertainin^ he pa
...

|
1

tent ability of Invention-:.
All necessity of a Journey
cure a Patent*, and the u- .a!
here saved inventor-.

and all diseases
originating in
bad state of the blood, or accompanied by debility or a low
state of the system. Being free
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects are. not followed by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, vigor, and new
life into all parts of the. system,
and building up an Iron Constitution.
Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from
a

Rass A' Smell

INTettin^-.s,

Of best quality anil lowest prices, always la stock
ORDERS FILLED A 1 SHORT NOTICE
Give us
m coll before deciding elsewhere.

H. & G. W. LORD,
commercial ST..
Boston, Miis.*».

weak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and women! and
invalids cannot reasonably hesitate to give it a trial.
See that each bottle has PERUVIAN SYRUP blown in the glass,
Pamphlets Free.
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cupubK
and sueeessfu 1 pmetitlout r- with whom I have hud
olheial intercom-.
DliAlil 1 S MA*"N. < .tmuiftioner of Patents.'*
I have no hesitation in as-uriug inventors that
they cannot employ a man more competent and
and more capable of putting their ui
plications In u form to secure from them an earU
and favorable consideration at the Patent Office
EDMUND BUKKE.
Late Commissioner of Puu-uts

trustworthy,

Mr. K. 11. Eddy has made for me over lllIlilA
for Patents, having been succes-tW in
almost every case.
Such unmistakable proof m
talent
uud
great
ability on his part, buds me to r•
commend all iuveutors to apply to him to procun
their patents, as they may be -ure of having n*
most Lilt hi til attention beZtow. d on th* ii <iwAlt I
JOHN
at very reasonable charge-.”
Boston, Jan. 1 Js.'.d— Ivi
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H. A. BARTLETT & CO.
Ii5 North Front St.. Philadelphia.
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boxes,
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Cm:mbs Ol Co.MFoni chu be had of nil Wholesale
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I i 1 K .Monday, N vv.
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years old. have had Catarrh c\< -iup, I
veur* old, and heuduehe ull the time,
beyond description with running at the
nose, droppings lu the throat,
choking.? anustranHave tried any quantile of Catarrh KerneIk-s, but have found no relief t/ll I tried your Constitutional Catarrh lfeniedv -i x months ngo. I found
immediate relief.
• 'atarrii and all if? attendant
ii* have bn, Headiu Ik
Pains in Loin- and Ruck, I>lzzine-s, Los? of
Appt tim. md General Weukne?.-. la
than three
bottle? of constitutional Catarrh Kem< dy have cured
me.
1 have not been so well Miicc I can remember
as now.
1 feel as if l could not »nv too much for the
no (Heine, or thank fiod too
heartily that through itiu-trumentalli• I have been restored to health.
MARY M. ARROn.
No. 17 Manchester Corporation.
.Munch' -ter, A. Ii., Jan. ,‘7, 137 N
The above lady is my mother.
( am a painter by
trade, and am u member of the <_ Ry Council of ManChester.
verv Word rnv mother states is true
GV< < >it .1. ARP.oi I.

than any other

Yield a brilliant silvery sheen, with loss Usnn half
the labor required wlmu other polishes art; tiM-d.

Are a neat and clean
h article, making no
dirt nor dust
used.
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polish,far better than [
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aldo,deceased,by
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At a Probat.- Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County ol Waldo, ou the M coml Tue<dn\ of
November, A. I). ls?:$.
G. CROSBY .S, OTHERS. Trustees under
the a ill of Nathaniel Wilson, lute ol'
Belfast,
in said < ounty ol \\ aldo, deceased,
having presented
their eighth account of Trusteeship for allowance.
(>rdered. 1 hat t lie said < 'rosby & others
give notice to
all pers«>ns interested by causing a copy of this order
to h*- published three weeks
Micces»l\ely in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they nmv
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and tor -aid County, oil the second
Tuesday
ol December next,at ten oft lie clock before noon,anil
cause, it any
they have, why the same should
not be allowed,
ASA Til UR COIN; II, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.

hereby gives public notice to ul1
concerned, that lie has been duly appointed and
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si it tit ion a
Catarrh /:
-Hr/. M tinche-ber. N. H.
I reside *t Maneho-ii
V li., and previously
d- 1 at Heunikei and am n native of We.tre, ids
State. 1 hu\«; had cuiui.li twenty live year-,, ever
if.' 1 'wii l.» years ..1 <1
mid ii bad all th** time. ]
run all that period
ami nights it would fill
up and
drop down in my th;..at. causing a feeling of chojviti,:', so that 1 u oiild -i ii;_' up iu bed tn -a.. m\ -.ell'
Inin ^rrangulatiioi
I: ;HVee-,.d
heal
that I
I(lt contused, and Was tumbled with severe headaenc at Interval-. 1... a v.
k a a time. 1 al-o inul
had pains in
rli.uk, and kidneys, from
\\ I»ii•!i 1 -uili red imimn-t !’
>o bad \ve,c
they, that
a
war ago l ist
innu.
l’w as obliged to lie hi bed
in •-! <d the time :V,r ihr.
months,
i ha> e tried all
kinds of snull and Catarrh remedie- with no
particular hem lit. and consulted phy-lciuu-.
I had a
hacking cough. J begun to take the < '■■rust Uni it mul
( atari h
mri/i/ la-i August.
I began to grow-better before Middling the tir-t bottle, i am now on
the
third bed tie. My « aturrh i- cured: nu h alth is re
stored.
1 have Uo pains, ache-,’ or
coughs. My
whole .-y.-r. iu is made over new
] know it is this
::i'' *1 at ha
:< soiled me from intense
suffering
aud h’iuo'.i the grav
1 am now able to do the
hardest work and bear the great est
and
expose
'• el that 1 cannot ,-av to-,
mm;it A fa.
«.f th.
aiitntio/inl Catarrh J.’Alii- E. .1 M.WhJ LMunchebtcr, \ 11.. ]•% b. 1, p-n.
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1 BAND II EVERV VILLAGE
the Cornet is heard ui!
practices
be in haste, in the fashl u, and in

Capt.

,.ovr

CAT AH Hh REMEDY

Yes,

At ft

subscriber hereby gives
public notice to all
concerned that he has been
duly appointed and
taken upon himself the trust of Executor of the estate of
John Kincsberv, late of
Frankfort,
In the County ol W
giving bond as the
law directs, he therefore requests all
persons w ho
are Indebted to said deceased's estate to make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him.
MARK 8. STILES.

\,;

Years, Cared

»)n

havi: bi;t.\

At u Probate Court lu-id
the County of Waldo,
November, A. D. 1S73.

>•.

AnO Droppings in Throat, Ohoki.igs,
Strangling3, Pc.ms in tho Side,
Doing, Heudache, Dizziness and
General Weakness, Cured
by less
than Throe Bottles of the
CONST! ! tmONAi.

spr.-iiu-,

THE

Domestic Yarn W anted

\ M lie

EATAHDIK

Augusta. Maine.

luR-tday. Thursday

throat, hoarseness, colic,

sore

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
November. A. D., 1673.

cember next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, If any they have, why the same should
not be allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
B. P. Field, Register.
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A large lot received.
We sell <he\y
best quality for 90c per lb.,
!
former price $1.25.
our

f
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B L ANKETS
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VVili

on mau or

Th0.se who propose Investing, and
in tickets l..j' tie-

GREELY', Administrator of the estate of
of Palermo, in said
County
having presented Ms
final
account
of
Administration
on said estate for
j
allowance, together with his private claim.
the
said
That
Adinr.
Ordered,
give notice to all
interested by causing a copy of this order to
persons
be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they mav appear at a Probate ( curt, to be la id at Belfast, within
aud for said County, on the second Tuesday of De-

Water Street,

regular feast.

will aud testament and codicil of Aaron
Kdgecomb.
late of Llneoluville, In said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented said will and codicil for
Probate.
Ordered, That the said Sylvanus give notice to all
by causing a copy of this order to
persons interested
be
published three weeks successive!v in the Ucpub
licun Journal, printed at Belfast, that thev mav
appear at a Probate Court,to be held at Belfast, within
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have why the same should
not be proved, approved and allowed.
ASA THURLOUGH, Judg
A true copy, Attest —B. i\ Field. Register.

P.

Capt,

1

Balm of Gilead Oil

Arc

At a Probate Court held «u Belfast, within and
for the Count} of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of November, V. D. 1873.

Harriman, late ol Prospect, In said Countv of
Waldo,deceased,having presented a petition that Ad

CATES

by the

Judge

respectfully represents that said minor is seized and
of certain real estate, situate in Swanvllle,
m said County,
consisting of the homestead of said
deceased, about sixty-five acres with the buildings
thereon. That an advantageous offer has been made
lor the same, to wit.
the sum of seven hundred
dollars by John W. Nickerson, of Swanvllle, aforesaid, which off er it wiii be for the interest of all concerned immediately to accept that tinproceeds may
be put at interest.
Wherefore your petitioner prays vour honor to
her a license to sell and convey to said John
grunt
v> Nickerson, said real estate for said sum.
PHHBL A. .STAPLKS, Guardian.

SUSAN

CAMBEIDGE

that it bleed

raw

-<t

Go, till the afflicted and and all that vou in*
J hut it i-i made bv Prink
uter StrKinsman,
U hen- hi keeps lor ale, the cure of all
iii-,
iii- Elixir for Khoumatlsiu, and Adtirason’j Pills.
Price S3 and. 7'. cent
Largo bottle? the cheapest
F. W. KINSMAN. PROP’R.

•.

Court of Probate held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of
November, A. D. 1873.
the
Upon
foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a copy of said petition, with this order
thereon, to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, n paper printed ui Belfast,
that they maj appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at the Probate Office iu Belfast
aforesaid, on the
second Tuesday of December next, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
they have, why
tlu same should not be granted.
*0
ASA TIIURLOOJH, Judge.
A true Copy. Attest—B. P. Field, Register.
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cholera rnorbu
it can’t b< beat
A'*uc better lor 1 heumatiTin,
neuralgia.
bruises, diarrhoea uud frosted IV.'t

Vt a

Alexander Dow, late
JOHN
of Waldo, deceased,

1
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For
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At
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No medicine yt t that ha- ever been sold
is equal t.< rhi.s for the
i'-r of..
eold;
All dltlicult breathing and tightness of ch.
1
nnd
relieved,
the patient hapromptly
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WEEK !
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-'rain till

sphere
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For flesh wounds, sores
To the public it seems a

rib.

NDKRSIGNKI). Guardian of Ileurv >.
r|Mil
X
Mullen, a minor child and heir at law of Moses
Uullen, late of Swanvllle, in said County, deceased,

at Law!

Job Prim

nn a

Sll HUMAN. Guardian of Georgia
/ M. Farrow, minor heir of George Farrow, late
of IGesboro, iu said County, d eceased, respectfully
represents that said minor is seized of certain real
estate, situate iu said IMesboro, consisting of an undi
vided third part of about 80 acres of laud,
being a
part of the homestead of said George deceased, and
subject to the life interest of Dolly W. Farrow ; that
an advantageous oiler has been made for said
minor’s interest in said real estate, to wit
three
hundred dollars
Marla Hatch, ol said Isles boro,
which oiler it is tor the benefit of all concerned im
mediately to accept, the proceeds to be put on inter
est for ilie beuelit ol said minor.
Wherefore your petitioner prays your honor to
grant him a license to sell and convey said real estate ol said minor,
(including tlie reversion of the
widow’s dower thereon.} to said Hatch for said sum.
GALVIN W. SHHUMAN.
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cough till hi-
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To the Honorable
of Waldo.
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1 ill his throat
\\ lu n A lain-

\ <-s, a Halm for every ache and
pula.
That cures the sick and heal the huu«

PdOBATE NOTICES.
To the Honorable
oi Waldo
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Circulars containing a full list of prizes, a deseni.
tlouof the manner of drawing, and other information
In reference to the Distribution, will he sent to
anyone ordering them. All letters must be addressed to
MAIN OFF1CK,
L. D. SINE, Box 86,

101 W. Fifth

Wiiv .-limild a
Ami sirangh
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TRIPS
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Fresh

A OK A 1 S \\ A \ T I. II to SKI. I. TICK K IS to whom
This department is replete with
Liberal Premiums will be paid.
all the desirable shades an 1 qual- Single Tickets
$2; Six Tickets $10; Twelve
Tickets $20; Twenty-five $40.
ities for Fall and Winter wear.
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COCOA NUT CAKES

GREENBACKS!

Whole number Gifts 25,000 !
Tickets lim ted to 100,000!

...

■

IN

TWO STEAMERS ONE Til ROUTE

-*

ioIU and .Silver Lever
Hunting Watehc* In
all.) worth from 820 to .s>.'5ihj.
Coin Silver Vest Chains, Solid and
Double-plated
Silver-ware, Jewelry, &c., See.

portion.

|

■

00

ONE GRAND CASH PRIZE,

S T K A i\l K R !

and will hereafter sell their $0} Maehine for
and other styles in pro-

IT IS NOW THE CHEAP

1813, Ai’i’ciiiptcnt for the season of 181

->
per cent, discount, can
by calling on me at
the Assessor’s otlhoi, over tie -true’ of Make- \ngiet.
every Wednesday and Saturday afternoon
twt
a
aud G o’clock, of each week.
DAM! ! r PITCTIKR,
Belfast, July \ 1-:::.
collector of Taws.

ONE CASH PRIZE $5,000 in GREENBACKS

BY

PRICES,

■•

■

820.000
810.000

^

Is the OILY Hewing Machine that feeds
the woik backward and forward or to
rig.it and left.as the purchaser may prefer. It hits been greatly IHPROVED
*ID MIMPLIFIGD, and is far better
than any Machine in the market.

BOSTON* LOWELL

Your Taxes for 1873.

1.1.

IN VALUABLE GIFTS.

the

FLORENCE SEWING MACHINE COMPANY

FOR-

FKRSONS wishing to pay their taxes
the lGth day of Augu-t and receive the
A before
live
do

D~4

urgent demand of llie time*

•■•

1

l>t

GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE,

$20 SAVED!

•-

■

Thursday, January

6200,000

Domestic Sewing Machine Co., New York,

as

■

Annual Oislribution I Pay

lo be l»rawn

SEND KoR CAT AI.OO IK.

To meet the

Reliable «.ift Distribution in (lie Country!

The

|k\VOM EST/^H

pv^sATon^lj

W’s laisp k Liu!

]

XOW IS THE TIME!
Millions of acre' o1 iln* limst land on the Conti,
uent, in Kastkkn N Kin: ask a, now lm- sale—man//
of than mar before in tin nmrl't a? prices that
DI KY COMCKTII ION.

Die Land Oran? Ronds of the Company takc at
par for land'. They can now bo purchased at a large
discount.
***Fu!l particulars given, new Ouide with new
O. K. D.YN'IS.
Map-1 mailed free, by addressing
/.•mil ('onnniaxionrr
/'. It. /!.,
Omaha. Neb.

IB.

I3.__C.

GREAT DISCOVERY!

A

*!,v Mibsmlv
offers for sale her j
linin containing about I'M) urn.-,
of land, with the
buildings t!v r«
on, bituated in tli*• town of soar;
port, on the shop- road leading irom Itelfa.-t to
rSeureport, about three mile- 1V...M Ik Ifa-.t, aud two
miles from Svnr«port tillage.
This farm 1m- m.
superior as regard.- uatura: ad\ ant ages in this icin i
it>. It has a variety uf good foil- m well watered *- i
has a good fishing and -hore pi; th-gu— is well wood
ed. and is suitably divided into mowing, pasture and
j
1 lo re ov about «o apple trews on tin
tillage land.
farm.
The buildings a » a «.<•■ -:..rv hou < C and
wood.shed cmuiec-.d. a barn !■> f. <’t -pm re with
carriage and wood hou .• joining. Will’ also sell a
substantial riding wagon, a working wagon, a good
harness, two sleighs and a plough.
For further information inquire ot the subscriber
on the premises.
SAl'AII ,1. IHU'STON.
I t
Searsport. Sept. 27, 1-711.

THE BEST INVESTMENT!
I'hn'tuations!
f In: ay a Improving in I 'cinr:

No

A.

.b

»T

roll SALK N KKY CIIKA1V

the frontier is neared, the
Presently.
stall' halt, and draw to either side of the
way. leaving Gen. Mantcnffel standing
alone But there has been a little blunder.
We are not yet standing on the boundary
line Glumer takes front bis bolster the in- “SECRET OF SUCCESS IN WALL ST.”
o*2 pages.
Bull*, Bears. Profits on "puts and
\ liable mat', and
lapses into a study of it calls,” cost 5*10 to $100 Mailed for stump bv Y.vt.which lasts till an orderly happens to note KM INK, Tl’MHHiuti K N Co. Bankers A Brokers :•,>_)
Wall St., N. Y.
and poi.it out the stones indicating the
frontier All move there, and Manteuffel, AI 7/X Yf 17 XT -N1E N 7 <. iris and BoyTvvuut
VriyXrjJ^x ed to sell our French and
with his staff behind him, draws to the American .Jewelry, Books, Gaines, See.; in their own
localities.
No capital needed. Catalogue, Terms,
side
the
of
the
Metz
road,
right
party turn- &c., sent Free.
P. o. VICKERY & CO., Augusta,
ing to the left. No crowd had gathered to Maine.
witness tips full of the drop scene on the
in
an
Hour.
Accepted
terrible war tragedy an event surely all tlie d* A Q a day yuarantetxl to Agents. Address G. M.
310 Sullivan &Co.,SSt. Paul Si.,Baltimore,Md.
A •
-respondent nt the Indianapolis "lor" thrilling in that it occurs on the very
Herald, tail.- tile lollowing anecdote of -put wtiere one of the most memorable acts ([7n A WEEK to Agents everywhere. New
j
J. 1). Nesuitt, f'oxboro, Mass.
r o: 1- -ter. wb
tilled with liiueh ability i l tliat tragedy was played out, and within 3/ vJ Patent.
t till, cnalls It tillfaculty "f tile •• I j "light of another not less memorable, IUHVJFV Mftde Rapidly with Stencil x Kev
ItIUHL I Check Outfits. Catalogues and full
v ..i Kti o:vi'le, rcnncssce.
fin the bank
although not so decisive
FREE. S. M. Stlxcku, 117 Hanover St.,
i*rot' Foster was well educated in the behind Gen. Manteuffel stand two I'reneh- particulars
Boston.
usual .. taught in college, but his
ni. :i. one in
the
a
other
countryman
gray
OK SOUL CHARMING."
''mi in
i:i;i'.rs ..f lite iii a blouse.
These are the only outside <*-p.SYClIOMAXCY,
How either sex may fascinate and gain the
.L
red hi:;,
remarkable man. furnish- spectators. At a signal from Von der
love and affections of any person they choose, in
Burg,
rare sabjee; for the study of human
the band bur-i forth into a crash of tri- sternly. This Simple inentl acquirement all can
possess, free, by mall, for 25 cents together with a
a
:.
one
f its multiform phases, umphant music
At tin head of the little Marriage
Guide, Egyptian Oracle, Dreams, Hints to
a Ivised
of
some
his
tvieiulto
g
-y
party ides brave old Liusingen, the very Ladies, A itqueer book. 100,000 sold. Address 1.
WILLIAM
CO., Publishers. Philadelphia.
..ia; r. d. tie
with childlike faith and pictur- of ..i. collected, ca-v
going, joial philosopher.
-....jd.c.n. accepted their advice, and
There Fallow him the
t
ii-. -.1 it in could liuii a
young baud, and ihon the artillery column. The Molasses Cream
':v
iiiin
They referred him to
iperli bearing of the tambour-major is a Made three times :uvt*ek at MITCI1KI LS
:
I tii" best
am
young ladies in the sight t" >e.‘ The band wheels to one side
whom, they had nodoubt. and play- the national anthem while the
y
CRO CK ERY.
I be willing to accept his hand and lust
Behind
company i- tramping past.
i;
comes
happy. lie was one ol' the
an
4
I.ARi.i; ASSORTMENT, SELLLING EoU’
ambulance with
rompani
hearted of men, as void oi guile
ie re 1-eross
A. P. MANSFIELD & CO S..
iiagof Geneva flying—no in- XV AT
t
lienee, and an entire stranger to on emblem ot a concluded war—and then
l oot of Main si
:
rrua and it roiuonies of modern cuurta
11 the rear
luinlet which marched
G. E. JOHNSON,
ue couldn't see tin*
■■}■>
necessity ol tue ia-t German soldier to quit the soil of
..sinning a year or two in popping the 1 Train ,.'. s'di i. broad-faced Brandenburgliestn i.
’’Saily will you have me 1" So er. wilt performed a great historical act
a. wont
that \ «-ry day to the residence of with id’ die nonchalance of unconsciousua. nearest y oung l
ly who had bean re—. ami audibly uttered exclamations
No. 10 Main
Belfast,
and being welcomed and
omuiei. led.
the weather, as he marched on.
against
u the family circle, as he always
Neii rtlieless, let me do what I may to furADVERTISER
wherever known. In at once made nish the world with particulars
concerning
: his y sit by
in
this historical character. His name is Aue\g
saying
gustus Wclck, a native of Brandenburg.
t\
M
Sarah, my Irb-nds have ad- He i- gf years old. and belongs to the G-ltli
No. 10 Main Si,
Belfast, Me.
: it;
t
get married, they recommend regiment. Was this, then, to be allP Was
G. W. BURGESS, Propr.etor.
nd
a number .>1 other
•:
m Orders prompth attended to..**#
young ladies Prance to i.e free and make no sign ? By
lyr?.;
uii ible pers i >, and 1 has•• now
no meanA- Welch -trode past, the
••••-•
-oi t
;; you arc willing to marry
Trench spectator in gray stopped, picked
GEO. E. WALLACE,
up a flag-staff, unfurled‘the tri-eolor, and
ii 1
li [iia!-, violently shaken tin- with a shout of "Vive ia Prance,1* waved
tie !.
.1
-eh-oM could not hate tin- fanner
f France aloli.
;
Manteuffel,
u m
in- i
Like a frightened wh" was -lending ju-t inside the boundary
TELEGRAPH Bl ILDIMi, Belfast. Me.
:
tuivat.
med ■ run, wln-n lmr mother line, then rode away. Asheturned, already
business entrusted to him v ill receive*
.uni
:
her
said
French -oidier-stood on the frontier line,
aught
prompt attention.
"iii.y. child don't be frightened, the t leu- d'arnii'-, v. Ini had been waiting in the
i- or won't hurt you."
adjacent wood, pushed on and formed in
;
limm across the road, in case the
again seated, a deep blush siie- double
Dealer Ju
:
...
pnb’uess which had been Germans .should change their minds. But
Provisions of all Kinds!
i-i d
by the startling announcement, they did not. [Letter to London News.
" rallied
Including Beef, Polk, Lamb, Veal, l'oultrv, &«•., &c.
i
enough to say to the proin tlu-ir season, Pick*
Reli In'-, aimed
•Vivu. !i:: \i.'.
fit.-' as lb- proposition was entirely
The aggregate ot trial Vegetable**
Provisions.
The best price paid for country produce in his line
;*"l. she inu-t have simn time i < f om small things is greater than from gitE
Journal Buildinn
R*ifast!.■
: utter.
Tlii !n grant c J. gan;'..- uill iet ions The daily fretting of busines-, the galling embarrassments of purA- 1 :.:.i .eul'in in la.-'-'ifyour ri.• —!-t 1
j„—
by the counter-purposes of R. Y. CRIE & CO.
al. t\\ liolcjilr Dralf-i'. In
the other young ladies to-day other-, are hard to hear because we must
u
wait only olio hourlor your answer." b'-ar them always. Kvery man who stands
Grocer's
Groceries,
y
w.. g the w
thiuess, .sincerity and in organized relations to other men is daiDrugs, Crockery,
of tl i- proles'. >•-. the matron 1 tried In the irritability of a superior, or
ipl
Wooden Ware, & Co
the intraetil ilitv of a subordinate. Women,
,ii-r bh.-liing dauglttyr up stairs lor
Rockland, .July 1st, l>7d.—
t ai. "tin r».
tation. whim the father was left t
especially those who have the I
'.vrtaiii hi- proposed son-in-law as best carrot 1 u-i keeping and the management
D. BUGBEE & CO.,
hi uiidvr t... novel circumstance"f.-hil-ir- s ere subject to annoyances much
'he d 'U'-ioii of the sudden
ire previous, in the long run, than the
BOOK
SELLERS
tween Sarah uid
miithcr greater sorrows of life. When the child
I
rir-.
lather, unless he be a paragon of ! ACC'Or.M BOOK MANE FACTE It ERS AND
ite. and
mnot be given in
i... in -r essential points of it, hmv- i .ati: rs. ti ids business suddenly callinghim BOOK BINDERS, Bangor, Me. Account Books ot
description ruled to pattern, made to order.
he remembers an important every
t dd afterward.
It was readily b
Piano Music, Magazines, Ac., &c., bound with neato
:
:hi! he was entirely worthy ol errand at .'ones’; that he had forgotten, ness and dispatch. Return freight paid.
t>nu>2
tf£r-All orders promptly attended to.
Vua
hand and heard
| mtil the t oss child refreshes his memory.
mamma.' .-aid Small, •■ho.v I 1’lie mother is a prisoner in her bedlam,
1
look t other people tor me to i indwh.at wonder if sometimes the patience H.I-T. CRIE&OO.
:
I
A e an answer in one short hour ! tail, and if. with some long-tried and heavDealers Ju
sixty minute —jump at a hasty ily-burdened soul, heart and hope give out ron and Steel, Blarksmith and Quarry
The great heroes are not those
•c—ami to thin!, how my young at last ?
Outfits, Ship Chandlery, Carriage
e.i.is
wou: l
jcei mid laugh at me who ha\ c carried heaviest sorrows meekly,
Stock, Fishermen’s Goods and
but those men who have endured daily
ir.d thev tease me to death?
X*
Groceries.
Also agents for AMERICAN POWDER C< i.
..a.
1 can never face that music."
contradictions ot people and daily embar18711.—0m52.
Rockland,
1st,
July
‘But stop, my child, and listen to me. rassment f circumstances with meekness:
lie
t a young lady in the city that the great heroines are those women that,
ELMER SMALL, M. D.,
: lamp a
tin? ..tier made to you
under the incessant wear and tear of little
’.hi in laugh,
Girls must have some- vexations, have borne in obscurity the
thing t; laugh at, but it won't hurt you. flower ot patience and the limit of longci 1 him
In great trials there arc comyes, emphatically. If he were a suficriug.
whose antecedents were unknown pensations All tin: world of our acquainMaine.
•atd
Belfast,
tance is looking at us, perchance, and the
iwever prepossessing in person and
OFFICE
KKSIDENr1.
.a
profuse in his professions of large stage upon which our fortitude or Over < A LOW ELL’S I look j Corner Miller & ( on1 would withhold my consent. But our integrity is exercised affords us some
Lrre°s St*.
n
Store, .Main St.
■*
c
long known him, his moral char- stimulus. Or, at least, our own egotism
n. i- without reproach, he is amiable,
finds a satisfaction in conscious heroism.
k 1: '.i-hearted and sincere, a line scholar But there is a meanness about little cares
LARGE STOCK!
,'.h an honorable position in the old eol- that slu's out this cons ilation. The
—-OFgreat
•-g!a and he makes no false pretences. heroes ire not they to whom the world
V' li Know what he i=
What more do you builds monuments, whose memoirs stand
on al: our shelves. Wo stumble over their
wan’t
Crockery, Glass Ware, Lamps, &c., at
marked graves in every cemetery.
Out. mamma, I don't know that he
Only
J. C. THOMPSON S
>od's
vcs me
he hasn't even said so."
shail reveal them in
Furniture and Crockery Store.
transplanting
U, well, daughter, never mind that, Ueir gicrv.
[Christian Union.
'.•uerally those who are loudest in their
BRADLEY’S
in Di ll Times. The MilAdvertising
.' feisions of love have the least of the
waukee Wisconsin relates the following:
n re
article, you can teach him to lore
“After the crush of ’07. when everybody was
It is far better than precept."
almost scared to death and croakers
predicted
Leaning her head upon her mothci's that tile country had gone to smash, u drv goods For sal*- by the Subscriber, at West Wimalkimrt.
house was opeiied in this city, which proceeded
u. Sat ih said, in a submissive tone :
B. PLUMMER.
"Well. mu. just as you say—I'll tell him on the principle that in order"to reach the hoardApril ‘Hi, lSTl'l.—ti*4S
but. although the hour isn't half out, ed money in iho pockets of the people the proprietors ’must, sell at verv reasonable prices and
w« 'll not
go down until the hist minute of advertise very largely. They worked vignroustin- hour
lv upon this principle. Their brother merchants
At the expiration of the fifty-ninth who did not advertise predicted that the new
-AND—
,ii. me, the; returned to the professor and coiners would be ruined, as they paid too much
for advertising.
Nevertheless,’they persisted.
pa; a. Sarah still blushing, but more calm In a
ar
single yi
they paid live hundred dollars VEST
Then with a calmness that in void
uian l.efijre
to tin- Daily W iseonsin for
advertising, .lust opened at Brooks consisting of DRY and
a-to:ii<hed herself as well as her parents, and at the end of seven years they retired from FANCY GOODS.
he extended her hand to the professor business with a fortune of one hundred thousand
plica si: am: r.s a call
dollars, while other merchants 01. the same
and said:
S. L. DODGE.
street, some of them opposite their store, had
"Yes. sir, if papa consents."
Brooks, SepL 4.—111*
failed.”
He gave his consent without hesitancy,
\\ c remember a similar instance
among
and it was readily agreed by all that the our o vn advertisers in the
panic of 1857.
should
take
a
from
that
week
A
meiclmut continued his advertisement
wedding
place
time.
then Professor Foster, conscious in our columns
through the whole period
of having done his duty, withdrew to re- nt stagnation, and
notwithstanding many
port progress to his friends.
predictions that “it wouldn’t pay.” Ilis
Hell, in due time the professor went to testimony afterwards was that his sales
the clerk for his license
Tho clerk in- were steady and his profits
satisfactory,
i''.tried him that the law required a bond while many a merchant around him who
Signs, Show-cards. Etc.
and security in the sum of §1,250, to be “couldn't afford to
advertise," saw his 58 MAIN STREET,
void on condition that there was no legal clerks stand idle behind the
BELFAST, ME.
counters.
fl IUOS. 17
objection to the proposed union of the two
A financial panic does not mean that no
persons named. The
professor very prompt- one has any money. There is plenty of
ly replied "Oh, never ntind the bond,
oney in the country, and those who
.Mr Clerk: I will
pay §1,100 down, and hoard it are just the ones to be eager for
will hand you the balance in a day or the
& STICKNEY dealers in Boots, Siiols,
“bargains” which a fall in prices holds
After further explanation
two
Ki'bheijs, Stock & Findings, respectfully
by the out. But to buy they must know where to announce
to the citizens of Belfast and vicinity that
tho
soon
clerk,
professor
complied with buy, and the merchant who tells them they are now prepared to give as good bargains in
the law, and obtained his license.
the above as can be had in the
will receive the cash. [N. Y. Post.
city, and hope by
strict attention to business to merit a liberal share ol
At the appointed time the wedding came
your patronage.
<‘If in the best stylo of the city, and the
A Western newspaper, wishing to do
Gent’s calf-boots, sewed or pegged, made to order
company enjoyed the occasion with tho the hand something by the local doctor, re- on short notice. Repairing neatly and prompt ly done.
No. 28, CUSTOM HOUSE SQUARE.
greatest zest. The hours flew like birds. cently .made the following announcement:
(Under Journal Office.)
As the clock struck twelve the professor “Dr. Crawford was
called, but under his
»-'~ctickn-kv.
picked up his hat and started to his board- prompt and skillful treatment the
young
ing-house. Ills principal attendant, sur- man (lied Wednesday afternoon.”' We
mising his inteution, followed him to the don’t know what the docter said to this;
front door and informed him that matri- but if the editor of that
or
newspaper is taken
monial etiquette required him to stay and sick we advise him not to
call in Crawford.
At O, II. MITCHELL’S.
■

A Valuable Farm For Sale!

nwre
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the bride and groom
■a
n- greeted witli the smiles of the fainilv.
art her with those of some early callers,
and inquiries were made it they had
slept
well, i’.i.tii responded that they had never
slept sounder in their lives,' he adding
«ith Id- childlike simplicity, that ho was
happy to -ay Sarah did not. call far water
during the night. The la>l remark was
quite a riddle to her. and she looked
curew... hut -aid nothing,no one venturin'1"
;
ask him to rise and explain.
He did
not know that it was a joke played upon
him until the attendant told it a-such to
the company.
f inally the happy couple wont to housekeeping, and never were man and wife
iii

■-
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jUto l^bertiscmenfs,

'•s

N

Belfast Savings

Bank,

NOW IS TIIU TIME TO DEPOSIT

“A Penny Saved

is a

Penny

Earned."

before the 1st of any
momI:. "dl be placid upon Interest every
i month, except May and November' and the interest
computed upon the Miune iu June and December.
Deposits received dully at the Hanking Room, from
and \? to 1 P M
9 to lv! A. M
Saturday s from y to
u V. M.
John H. Ut i.mbv, TruiA*«A I M Nt 1., Prea’t.
Belfast, July I t. lfCo.
ou

Dl.l*OSll>

or

BISHOP SOULE’S
Is

a

NIMENT

positive cure for Sciatica, Rheumatism, NeuralSpinal Complaint, Contracted Cords. lame

Sla,
ack. Sprains. Ac.

It has cured cases given up by
hopeless am* is the oni.v certain
Sciatica.
Try it, it "ill c“re you.
Always procure large bottles for severe cases. I^arge
Sold by all
bottles $1.50 small bottles 75 eta.
druggists. F. \V. RYDERf<»r& SON, Proprietors.
“Hocskhold Ca«H
Boston, Mass Send stamp
lyrSOe w
Book

phvslclaus

cure

for

as

